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Message From The Dean
It gives me much pleasure to welcome both fresh and old students to the
Faculty of Law, university of Benin as we officially commence a new
academic session. As law student who need a roadmap for successful
academic pursuit, this prospectus is designed to alert and assist you to
settle down and prepare you for the necessary adjustments you will have
to make to ensure a smooth academic session as well as acquaint you
with the splendid possibilities that are yours in realization of your dream
to study law. it also outlines some basic regulations and procedures you
must obey or follow to make good success of your academic endeavour.
It further contains certain general information that will not only be useful
to you but also in some practical respect will show you the way, lighten
your burden, point out the pitfalls along the way and make your academic
journey stress and trouble free. It is worthwhile to note that the University
of Benin where you have chosen to study law was established in 1970.
However, prompted by a desire to establish adequate facilities for the
provision of legal education of the highest possible standard, that is
adaptable to the contemporary needs of Nigeria Society, the Faculty of
Law was established in 1981. Since more than three and a half decades
of its existence, the faculty has consistently maintained its position as a
quintessential citadel of legal education due to its unwavering
commitment to excellence in teaching, learning and research across
abroad spectrum of disciplines in law. Both the undergraduate and
postgraduate legal education studies, are central part of this laudable
plan. Gladly enough the Faculty of Law has established itself as one of
the foremost faculties of law of the highest standard that is rated as the
best in Nigeria and beyond. Its commitment to academic excellence is
unassailable and without equivocation. Some of the clear proofs include
the full accreditation status conferred on the Faculty by the National
Universities Commission (NUC) as an emerging centre of excellence in
the provision of legal education in Nigeria. Furthermore, commendation
and accolades from reputable sources in Nigeria and overseas of its
endowment and rich ancestry in many significant dimensions particularly
for the quality of its teaching, learning and research have been received.
These include the core leadership demonstrated yearly by a
progressively and numerically high proportion of the Faculty’s alumni.
They constitute the finest of legal minds in the legal profession due to the
strong but unique academic background, excellent personality and
integrity of character received from the Faculty. The glowing news
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received from employers of labour, indicates that these crop of men and
women in their chosen career paths are not only visible assets but they
also exert strong scholarly and professional influence in every sphere of
human organizations where they are gainfully employed. In May 2012 for
instance, a Senior Lecturer (now a Professor of Law) of the Faculty was
adjudged winner of the Nigerian Universities Doctoral Theses Award
Scheme (NUDTAS) by the National Universities Commission (NUC)
Abuja. Her Ph.D thesis won the best Doctoral Thesis Award in law in
Nigerian University System. The awardee’s dissertation was described
as “appreciable mastery of the study of international law and human rights
in Nigeria” by the school of postgraduate studies, University of Lagos. Her
thesis has since been published as a book and publicly presented at the
Nigerian Institute of Advanced Legal Studies (NIALS) University of Lagos.
Despite the daunting challenges confronting the university and legal
education in Nigeria, the faculty of law, University of Benin has risen
above these challenges and continue to remain a reference point in legal
education in Nigeria. Two phenomenal achievements out of the
numerous landmarks recorded are worth mentioning to reaffirm the above
evidence. In 2016, the United Nations University Institute of National
Resources in Africa (UNU-INRA), Accra Ghana appointed one of our
senior lecturers as a research fellow to join other one hundred and thirty
five research fellows engaged in diverse fields to fashion out frameworks
for particular needs in the various countries of the United Nations. Again,
in 2016, the officially published Nigerian Law School Bar Examination
Results confirmed that one Atatigho Jessica Ejaita an alumnus of this
Faculty excelled with a first class honours. In recognition of this
extraordinary scholarship feat, the administration of the Nigerian Law
School Abuja sent a letter of commendation to the Vice-Chancellor
University of Benin to congratulate the entire University and particularly,
the Faculty of Law for this excellent performance of its product.*The basic
lessons to learn from the above snippet of information is that as a law
faculty, we are committed to excellence and innovation in teaching and
research. We provide our students with an environment in which they can
flourish and acquire basic legal education as well as training that can
enhance their ability not only to conduct research and scholarship but
also to solve the challenges which contemporary dynamic society daily
unfolds in the legal profession.
As the Faculty continues to maintain its pride of place in the legal
education sector, the lecturers are here to help you excel. Please, feel
free to approach them with your academic and social problems. Even
where they are unable to help you solve them, they will be willing to
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ensure the problems do not overwhelm you. They will assist you to cope
ably. Since no faculty of law anywhere in the world can teach all the legal
knowledge required in the classroom, you are advised to thoroughly use
the law library. This is because, the law is only partially in your lecturers
brain; the bulk of the legal knowledge you are required to know during
your tenure can also be sourced from law reports, journals and texts
which are inexhaustive in the law library. Our goal in the faculty is to
ensure that you acquire not only legal knowledge for practical value, but
much more to acquire training in legal thinking and this you can only
achieve if you apply yourself diligently to the use of the library.
The Faculty has a dress code, which you must compulsorily obey. This
is imperative since legal training (as a would-be lawyer) is a professional
activity and the Faculty does not want your prescribed dressing and
grooming to derogate from your anticipated dress code. Note that
lecturers, non-academic staff and members of the Law Students
Association (LAWSA) Executives have been given the authority to help
ensure compliance with the dress code and penalize you if you are
inappropriately attired as prescribed by the faculty. It is important to stress
that compliance with the dress code is part of your legal education. The
University affords you the opportunity to meet people from diverse
backgrounds. Consequently, I encourage you to associate with noble
persons on campus. Register and participate in LAWSA extra-curricula
activities as well as moot competitions. Please avoid all manner of ignoble
associates and secret societies. Please eschew every form of
examination malpractice. No student found guilty of examination
malpractice (and other miscellany of misconducts) gets admitted into the
Nigerian Law School. Do not be misled! Credible empirical evidence
indicates most candidates who are involved in examination malpractice
suffer from low self-esteem. So have confidence in your ability; believe in
yourself, remain focused and determined. It is imperative on all law
students to pay all the approved charges and register their courses online
timeously. The evidence of such registration must be submitted to the
appropriate/designated Faculty of Law Departments for proper
documentation. This process of registration must be accomplished within
the time-frame stipulated by University authorities.
It is my pleasure once more to welcome you to this Faculty as you join us
for your legal education.
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Professor N.A Inegbedion, Ph.D
Dean of Law
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Code of Conduct For Law Students
The legal profession is an honourable one and all who belong or
aspire to belong to it must exhibit that trait and strength of
character; good character is most crucial for admission to the Law
School and subsequently to the Bar.
The Council of Legal Education, conscious of its
responsibility for the legal education of persons seeking to become
members of the legal profession and for regulating disciplined men
of honour and gentlemen, in conjunction with the Body of
Benchers, hereby publishes this Code of Conduct for the
information and compliance of Law Students who intend to seek
admission into the Nigerian Law School, qualify for the Bar, and
subsequently enrol as legal practitioners in Nigeria:1. A Law Student must be honest and of good behaviour. He
should be a responsible and reliable person.
2. He should be well dressed at all times. (see ‘Dress Code for
Law Students’) At call ceremonies, qualified students must
wear regulation dress and also the wig, winged collar and bibs
or collarette, and barrister’s gown. These must be clean and
neat. It is compulsory. The mode of dress is mandatory for
both male and female students for attending Lectures and
other extra curricula activities and when called to the Bar; at
attendance at Magistrates’ and all Superior Courts.
3. Under no circumstance should any student engage in fighting,
the use of offensive language, assault or any other related
misconduct.
4. (a) A student must not have been convicted of a criminal
offence, bordering on dishonesty or fraud.
(b) Free pardon under the Prerogative of Mercy of convicts of
fraud or any act of dishonesty does not entitle a candidate
to admission because the fact of commission of the crime
remains. A pardon only wipes out the punishment.
5. A prospective student must not be involved in secret cult
activities in the University or anywhere. No student found guilty
by the University authorities and rusticated for belonging to a
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10

11

12

banned organization will qualify for admission to the Law
School.
A Law Student should not have been found guilty of
examination misconduct in the University or of any offence
involving moral turpitude. If the offence is committed in the
Nigerian Law School, such a student will be disqualified for life.
Students should shun cheating of any kind at all times
particularly during examinations either in the University or in
the Law School.
A Law Student should not be involved in any shady business
either before or at the Law School (or in the so-called 419) or
do anything that will portray him as of doubtful character.
The one-year practical training at the Law School is a full-time
course. No student should therefore engage in any gainful
employment or Youth Service during the course.
All Law Students are expected to observe decorum in manners
and decent living at all times and must lean how to behave at
assemblies of people. They must learn the act of addressing
others and learn decent table manners. Their spoken English
should be in Queen’s English as the use of English Language
is a great weapon in a lawyer’s armory.
An aspirant to the Nigerian Bar must be disciplined in keeping
time and appointments. The courts sit at 9.00 a.m. and
barristers must be in courts latest by 8.45 a.m. Students
should imbibe this culture or habit while in school. If lectures
start by 9.00 a.m. students should be seated by 8.45 a.m.
A prospective student must not be found to be dishonest in his
interpersonal relations with people or known with acts which
may be suggestive of his inability to enjoy the confidence of his
clients after being called to the Nigerian Bar.
Aspirants to the Nigerian bar are expected to be analytical and
logical in their thinking and arguments.
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Dress Code for Law Students
The legal profession is a profession for gentlemen and lawyers are
reputed for dressing well. The Council of Legal Education, the
body responsible for the legal education of those aspiring to
become members of the legal profession demands that students
be well and properly dressed, not only when they get to the Law
School but while at the academic stage of training in the
universities. It has therefore prescribed a dress code for law
students as enumerated hereunder:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Students should be well dressed at all times. The regulation
dress for male students is black suits, white shirts, black ties
(not bow tie), black socks and black shoes with white breast
pocket handkerchiefs. Striped black trousers may be worn
under black jackets.
For female students, white blouse, black jacket and black
skirt covering the knees (black suit) and black shoes are to
be worn. Dresses should be clean and decently sewn. There
should be no embroidery and trimmings of any type and only
moderate jewellery (earrings and watches) are to be worn.
During hot weather, students may be permitted to wear white
shirts with ties and black trousers and black shoes to class.
Ladies can wear black skirts and white blouses.
At dinners, students must be punctual, be in regulation dress
i.e in black suit, white shirts, black ties, black socks, black
shoes for male and white blouse, black jacket and black skirts
covering the knees and black shoes.
Students are expected to behave and conduct themselves
with decorum and decently at all times, bearing in mind that
they are aspiring to train for a profession which has evolved
over centuries with a settled culture and tradition.

The above mode of dress is compulsory for both male and female
students for attendance at lectures and extra curriculum activities.
When in attendance at the Nigerian Law School aspirants would
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be informed of the Dress Code in the School which is similar to the
above. Students would also be informed of the Dress Code for the
Call to Bar ceremony and at the Bar. All Academic staff are
expected by the Council to serve as role models for students in
dressing and other aspects of life.
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The Dean of Law with LAWSA Exco (2014-2015 Session)
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EXAMINATION IRREGULARITY, MISCONDUCT
AND MALPRACTICE
Any of the following shall prima facie constitute examination
irregularity, misconduct or malpractice.
1

IRREGULARITY
Irregularity shall be deemed to have occurred if the candidate
sits for an examination for which he/she is not eligible, as may
occur when the candidate:
i.
does not register for the approved course
ii.
does not satisfy the attendance requirement of
75%.
iii.
has not complied with any other requirement(s)
prescribed by the Senate, Faculty or Department.

Sanctions: Candidates whose positions are irregular as identified
under this heading shall not be allowed to sit for the examination.
Where the irregularity is discovered after the candidate might have
sat for the examination, such paper(s) done under irregular
conditions shall be nullified.
2
MISCONDUCT
Misconduct shall be deemed to have occurred under the following
instances:
i failure to observe silence. The only permissible way for
attracting the attention of the invigilator is by the candidate
raising of hand.
ii smoking in the examination hall or room when an
examination is in progress.
iii act(s) of insubordination or insolence to the invigilator(s)
iv fighting in the examination hall
v any act(s) of commission or omission that may negatively
affect the smooth conduct of the examination.
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3

EXPANDED DEGREES OF EXAMINATION
MISCONDUCT:
The following shall be deemed to be further ingredients of
examinations misconduct:
a.
Any unlawful attempts, acts, omission, successful or
unsuccessful, directed at obtaining pre-knowledge of
examination question(s) or influencing the marking of
scripts or award of marks by the University or External
Examiner.
b.
Any attempt, successful or unsuccessful, to impersonate a
candidate in any University examination. The following
shall constitute impersonation:
i.
writing examination for another candidate
ii.
the exchange of examination number or names or
answer scripts/sheets.
iii.
the intentional use of another candidate’s
examination number or name.
c.
Introduction of relevant foreign materials and cheat notes
into the examination hall, whether used (copied from,
consulted) or not. Relevant material shall be taken to refer
to any material that is considered to be relevant to the
subject matter or course being examined irrespective of
whether it is relevant to the specific examination questions
of the subject matter/course or not.
d.
Exchange of relevant materials in the examination hall
while the examination is in progress. These materials may
involve any of the following:i.
question paper containing relevant jottings and
materials
ii.
collaborated copying
iii. exchange of answer scripts/booklets.
e.
Any unlawful attempt, whether successful or unsuccessful
to:
i.
remove submitted examination answer script(s) or
materials
ii.
after, add or delete any written material in the
submitted answer script(s) after the examination.
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iii.

f.
g.

h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.

n.

replace submitted examination script(s) whether in
part or whole
iv. submit manuscript not written under supervision in
the examination hall during or after the examination.
v.
destroy submitted examination scripts or materials by
fire or any other method.
Theft/removal of examination scripts/materials, whether
used or not.
Consulting notes and other relevant materials outside the
examination hall when such a candidate has not yet
submitted his/her script(s).
Assisting, facilitating, aiding or abetting cheating.
Leaving the examination room without permission, and
later returning to continue the examination.
Receiving or giving irregular assistance.
Non-submission or incomplete submission of answer
scripts.
Un-collaborated copying (“girraffing’’).
Writing on question papers/scripts, in spite of a written rule
against that (as may be printed on front page of answer
booklet) and/or sheets supplied by the University.
Speaking/conversing during examination in spite of
warning.

Infractions and Sanctions
The Registrar’s Office has since released a booklet containing
Academic Regulations and Teachers’ Code as approved by
Senate and Council of the University of Benin on January 15, 2004
and February 4, 2004 respectively. This has since been uploaded
in the University of Benin website.
The Regulations relate to pre-examination, conduct of
examinations and post-examination activities.
Highlights of
infractions of examination regulations and their correlative
sanctions for students and course teachers as tabulated are
hereunder reproduced:
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EXAMINATION MISCONDUCT AND PENALTIES
The following sanctions shall apply to cases of examination
misconduct as stipulated below:
S/N
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

MISCONDUCT
Proven cases of foreknowledge of examination
questions (leakage)
Coming into Examination
Hall with extraneous
materials

SANCTION
Expulsion of all involved

Rustication for a minimum
period of 4 semesters or
expulsion if fore-knowledge
of questions is proven.
Writing on any materials in Letter of warning
the Examination Hall, other
than the Answer Booklet
Non-production of Identity To leave the Examination
Card or authorized letter of Hall immediately
identification before and
during examination
Any form of unauthorized To lose 10 minutes of
communication
between examination time; if it
and among students during persists,
relocate
the
examination
student; further persistence
cancel the paper
Impersonation at
Expulsion of all involved
examination
Refusal to fill Examination
Rustication for two (2)
Misconduct Form
semesters plus penalty for
the original offence
Attempt to destroy or Rustication for two (2)
actually destroying materials semesters plus penalty for
of proof of cheating
the original offence
Refusal to obey invigilator’s
instructions such as
(i) Letter of warning
(i) Writing after the
(ii) To leave the Hall and
examination has been
carry over the course
stopped
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10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.

16.

17.

18.

19.
20.

(ii) Non-compliance with the
invigilator’s sitting
arrangements.
Refusal to submit Answer
Scripts (used and unused) at
close of examination
Smuggling
of
question
papers and answer booklets
out of the hall for help and
returning with answer scripts
Failure to write matriculation
number on answer booklet
or to sign Attendance Sheet
Writing
of
candidate’s
names on answer booklet.
Leaving Examination Hall
without permission
Failure to draw a line
through each blank space at
the end of each answer
Unruly behaviour in the
Examination Hall such as
smoking, drinking of liquor,
noise etc

Rustication for a minimum
period of two (2) semesters
Expulsion

Letter of warning

Letter of warning
To carry over the course and
letter of warning
Letter of warning

Verbal
warning
by
Invigilator.
If
unruly
behaviour persists to leave
the Hall and carry over the
course
Expulsion

Proven cases of physical
assault on invigilator/
attendant
Failure to appear before Indefinite
suspension
Misconduct Panel
pending appearance before
the Panel
Any students with three (3) Rustication for a minimum
letters of warning
period of one (1) session
Any other cases of
Punishment as appropriate
examination malpractice not
specified
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OTHER ACTS OF MISCONDUCT
The following shall apply to course teachers and relevant
personnel.
S/N
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

*

ACTIVITY

NATURE OF
MISCONDUCT
Failure to set questions at the Dereliction of duty*
appropriate time
Failure of course lecturer to Gross misconduct*
submit
marked
answer
scripts within the stipulated
period
Receiving financial
Gross misconduct**
gratification with intent to
assist candidates
Sexual
harassment
or Gross misconduct**
gratification with intent to
alter candidate’s result
Mishandling of examination Negligence of duty**
materials e.g. examination
scripts, grades
Disclosing
questions
to Gross misconduct**
students or to any other
unauthorized person
Illegal alteration of students Gross misconduct**
scores
To be referred to Senior Staff Disciplinary Committee (SSDC)
or Junior Staff Disciplinary Committee (JSDC) for appropriate
punishment.

** Staff found guilty of gross misconduct by the SSDC or JSDC
shall have his appointment terminated or dismissed.
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PROCEDURE FOR REPORTING AND HANDLING CASES OF
EXAMINATION IRREGULARITY AND MISCONDUCT
Any alleged examination misconduct and irregularity shall be
disposed of in accordance with the procedure herein outlined.
i. Where the alleged offence is discovered before the examination,
the staff or any other person who makes the finding shall be
required to make a report to the Head of Department who
shall forward this along with his comments to the Dean of the
Faculty without delay. Where there are reports of leakage
before the examination, the submission to Head of
Department shall include the questions that leaked. Where
the Head of Department confirms the leakage he may advise
the Dean accordingly.
ii

Where the alleged offence is discovered or notified after the
examination as when marking the examination scripts the
lecturer or examiner who makes the finding shall forward
written report giving details of the offence together with
script(s) of the affected candidate(s) and any other relevant
documents or materials to the Head of Department who shall
forward same with his/her comments to the Dean without
delay.

iii

Where the alleged offence is discovered or notified after the
examination as when marking the examination scripts the
lecturer or examiner who makes the finding shall forward a
written report giving details of the offence together with
script(s) of the affected candidate(s) and any other relevant
documents or materials to the Head of Department who shall
forward same with his/her comments to the Dean without
delay. The Dean shall deliver to a Faculty Committee all the
relevant documents and materials relating to the matter as
deposited with him for investigation and report.
The Faculty Committee shall without delay examine all the
relevant documents and materials and shall in that regard

iv
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have power to call for further documents, or oral statements
if need be from any students, staff or other persons who are
concerned in the report. The Committee shall make a report
of its findings to the Dean.
v

The Faculty Committee shall consider each case on its own
merit and where a prima facie case of examination
misconduct or irregularity has been established, the Faculty
Board, through the Dean shall refer the matter further to the
Vice-Chancellor together with a copy of the report of the
Faculty Committee and other relevant documents and
materials for necessary action. The Vice-Chancellor’s
approved recommendation(s) shall be reported to the
Council of Legal Education.
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FACULTY OF LAW PRIZES AND AWARDS
Prizes in the Faculty of Law include the following:1.
Justice Idigbe Memorial Prize for the best student in the final
year examination.
2.
Sweet & Maxwell Prize: Best overall student in 300 level.
3.
Departmental prizes:
i Business Law Department: Best overall student in 200
level
ii Public Law Department: Best overall student in 300
level
iii Private & Property Law: Best overall student in 100
level
iv Jurisprudence & International Law Department: Best
overall student in 400 level
4.
(a) Dean’s Prize: Best overall student in the final year.
(b) Professor L.A. Atsegbua’s Endowment Fund of
N500,000:00 in honour of his late father Mr. Paul Atsegbua.
5.

Hon. Justice John Momoh Eruaga memorial prize for best
graduating student in Law (500 level) - N20,000:00
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CHAPTER ONE

General Information
UNIVERSITY OF BENIN
The University of Benin is located in Benin City, Edo State of
Nigeria with a main campus of 1748 hectares at the Ugbowo area
of the City and a smaller though older campus at Ekenhuan Road
(24 hectares). The University was inaugurated on 23rd November,
1970 as the Midwest Institute of Technology with 108 students. In
1972 it took the present name University of Benin.
FACULTY OF LAW
The Faculty of Law was created in 1981 although it was in fact one
of the Faculties the University statute of 1971 empowered the
University to establish. Formal training in the Faculty of Law
commenced in October 1981 with a student enrolment of 215 in
the full-time 4-year preliminary and 3-year direct entry programme.
This was just 3% of the total University student size of 7,149.
The initial staff strength in 1981 was equally small. Training
commenced with a total of academic staff size of five – Professor
Itse Sagay, with a team of one senior lecturer, two lecturers and
one assistant lecturer. The student enrolment increased rapidly to
608 in the 1990/91 session and is now well over 1,600 students.
A new Faculty building was commissioned in November 1991 and
remains one of the most modern Law Faculty buildings in the
country.
With a Bachelors, Masters (LL.M and M.I.L.S) and
Doctorate programmes in place, the Faculty of Law ranks among
the very best Law Faculties in Nigeria today. In 1984 the eminent
Nigerian Lawyer, Chief Gani Fawehinmi, SAN instituted in the
Faculty an annual lecture series in memory of the former Justice
of the Supreme Court, Hon. Justice Chukwunweike Idigbe.
Sixteen eminent lawyers and judges have delivered lectures in the
series. The Idigbe Memorial Lecture series has become one of the
most prominent events in the legal calendar in Nigeria.
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FACULTY STRUCTURE AND STAFF
The Faculty is made up of Dean’s office and four academic
departments, each under a Head of Department. The departments
are:
1. Department of Business Law
2. Department of Jurisprudence & International Law
3. Department of Private and Property Law
4. Department of Public Law.
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DEAN’S OFFICE
FACULTY OF LAW
UNIVERSITY OF BENIN
STAFF LIST
Professor Nathaniel Inegbedion , LL.B (Hons.), LL.M., B.L., Ph.D.,
Dean of Law
Dr. Michael Attah, LL.B, LL.M, B.L, Ph.D
Assistant Dean
NON-ACADEMIC STAFF: DEAN’S OFFICE
S/N
1

Name of Staff
Mr. E.I.J AYENI

Qualifications
B.Sc (Public Admin)

2

Mrs. V.A YUKA

3

Mrs. Sandra I.
ESANGBEDO

4

Barr. (Mrs) B.O.
ASUEN
Mr. H. O.
OTEGHEKPEN
Miss M.O
EDOGBAYI
Mrs. B. U.
OAIKHENAN
Justina OZIABOR

WASSC, GCE, Dip.
(Law), B.A (Hons),
PGDE, TRCH Cert.
WASSC, B.Sc (Pol.
Sc & Pub. Admin),
MPA
WASSC, LL.B
(Hons), B.L, LL.M
B.Sc (Sociology and
Anthropology); M.Sc
SSC, B.A (Int’l Studs.
and Diplomacy)
Dip. (Social work)
BPA
SSC, B.Sc, MPA

5
6
7.
8

9

10
11

Mr. Onyeisi
Sylvester
OTAKPOR
Mr. Gideon IYAMU
Linda Ekiomo
PATRICK-BELLO
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Designation
PAR/Faculty
Officer
Assistant
Registrar
Administrative
Officer
Administrative
Officer
Administrative
Officer
Administrative
Officer
Senior Executive
Officer
Senior Executive
Officer
(Secretarial)
Senior Executive
Officer
Administrative
Officer
Senior Executive
Officer
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12

Harrison UGBO

13

Juliet Nosaghare
EKHAISE
Mrs. Bosede
B.OLUMOROTI

14

15

Mr. C. O. ASIBOR

16

Esosa OMOREGIE

17

Mr. Ben I. UDOINYANG
Miss Constance
ALILE
Mr. C. ISIBOR

28
19

DSW, B.Sc
(Sociology &
Anthropology)
SSC, PTC, BS.c
SSC, 50 WPM
Typing, Dip. (Sec),
Air Management
Cert. (London) Dip
(Theology), PITMAN
ADV.
Dip. (Data
Processing)
SSC, B.Sc (Pub.
Admin)
FSLC, SSC
SSCE
FSLC, Trade Tests, I,
II, III, Driving Licence
‘D’

Senior Executive
Officer
Administrative
Assistant
Assistant
Computer,
Operation
Manager.

Higher Statistical
Officer
Senior Clerical
Officer
Assistant Hall
Supervisor
Chief Porter
Senior Driver

LIBRARY STAFF (LAW)
1.

Barr. T. MEGGISON

2

Barr. D.E. AJAYI

3

Mr. J. O. EBUNIGBEARE

4.

Mr. A. O.
EGBOROBI
Mr Ikponwonsa
EMESE
Mr. D. O. BOLAJI

B.Sc (Hons) L.B.
Science
Dip. (Lib. Sc), B.Sc

Miss Efosa A.
ESOHE

Dip. Lib

5
6
7
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LLB (Hons) B.L. CLN,
B.A. M.P.A, MLIS
LLB (Hons) B.L. Dip
Lib
B.Sc(Ed) (Hons) PGD
(Theology)
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Law Librarian
Principal
Library Officer I
Senior
Executive
Officer
Senior Library
Officer
Senior Library
Officer
Higher Library
Officer
Higher Library
Officer
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Mrs. G. MBAH
8
Mr. F. OSIOMA
9
10 Mr. P.

Dip. Lib
W.A.S.C, Dip. (Lib. Sc)
W.A.S.C

Library Officer
Library Officer
Asst Lib. Officer

W.A.S.C

Asst.
Officer

ADANIHOMWAN

11 Mrs. B.
EDIAGBONYA

Lib.

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS LAW
ACADEMIC STAFF/ STATUS
S/N Name of Staff
Qualification
Designation
2.

Prof. Richard IDUBOR,
Ph.D

3
4

Prof.
Matthew
A.
OLONG
Prof. Job. O. ODION

5.

Prof. Eric. OKOJIE

7.

Dr. Nelson E.
OJUKWU-OGBA
Barr. Matthew. F. E.
AKENE
Barr. Andrew. E.
EDJEBA
Barr. (Mrs) Omuwa A.
ANDREW-UPONI

LL.B. (Hons.),
LL.M., Ph.D.,
MIPM, FRHD
A.N.I.P.R. B.L.
LL.B, LL.M, Ph.D,
B.L.
LL.B. (Hons.),
LL.M. Ph.D, B.L.
LL.B. (Hons.),
LL.M, Ph.D, B.L.
LL.B. (Hons.),
LL.M., Ph.D, B.L.
LL.B. (Hons.),
LL.M,, B.L.
LL.B. (Hons.),
LL.M,, B.L.
LL.B (Hons.),
LL.M, B.L

11

Barr. (Miss)
Ogochukwu MONYE

LL.B (Hons)
LL.M, B.L

12.

Barr. (Mrs) E.
EBOIGBE
Barr (Mrs) Irene.A
AIGBE
Barr (Mrs) O.Theodora
OTASOWIE
Barr. (Mrs) O.F
EBEIGBE

LL.B (Hons)
LL.M, B.L
BA, MBA, LL.B
(Hons) LL.M, B.L
LL.B (Hons) B.L,
LL.M
LL.B (Hons) B.L,
LL.M

6.

8.
10

13
14
15
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Professor

Professor/H.O.D
Professor
Professor
Associate
Professor
Senior Lecturer
Lecturer I

Lecturer I
(Training Leave)
Lecturer I
(Training Leave)
Lecturer I
Lecturer I
Lecturer II
Lecturer II

FACULTY OF LAW UNIBEN

NON-ACADEMIC STAFF
1.

Mrs. Kate .I. EBOHON

2

Mr. Michael Ezeakor
AKWAEZE
Ms. Esosa Josephine
AIDEYAN

3.

4. Mr. O. A. OREKO
5. Mrs. R.A. OMORUYI

MFA, B.A, NCE,
TC II
FSLC, SSC, , B.A
(ISD)
GCE, B.Sc (Public
Admin).

Administrative
Officer
Senior Executive
Officer
Higher Executive
Officer

SSCE, PSLC

Clerical Officer

SSC, 50WPM,
Dip.(Computer)
Studies, SSCE,

Chief Data Entry
Personnel

DEPARTMENT OF JURISPRUDENCE AND INTERNATIONAL
LAW ACADEMIC STAFF/STATUS
S/N
Name of Staff
Qualification
Designation
Prof Ikponmwosa. O.
LL.B. (Hons.)
Professor
1.
OMORUYI
LL.M., Ph.D, B.L.
Prof. (Mrs.) O. A.
LL.B., LL.M,
Professor
2
ODIASEPh.D, B.L.
ALEGIMENLEN
Prof. B. BAZUAYE
LL.B, LL.M, Ph.D, Professor/H.O.D
3.
B.L.
LL.B., LL.M.,
Professor
4.
Prof. Amos. O.
Ph.D,
B.L.
ENABULELE
Dr. (Mrs) Precious. M. LL.B., LL.M.,
Associate
5.
EZEKIEL
Ph.D, B.L.
Professor
Dr. Pedi Chiemenem LL.B, LL.M, Ph.D, Senior Lecturer
6.
IYAYI
B.L
Dr. (Mrs.) Catherine.
LL.B, LL.M,
Lecturer I
6.
O. IMOEDEMHE*
Ph.D, B.L.
Barr (Mrs) Sussie O.
LL.B. LL.M, B.L
Lecturer I
7
OYAKHIRE
Barr. (Mrs) Ebe
LL.B, LL.M, B.L.
Lecturer I
8
AGUEBOR
Dr. (Mrs) Flora ALOHAN- NCE, LL.B, LL.M, Lecturer I
9.
ONOMRERHINOR
Ph.D, B.L
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10

Dr. Dandy NWAOGU

11.

Barr. (Miss) Alero
FENEMIGHO
Barr. (Miss) keseme
PHILIP-ODUDU
Barr. Innocent. O.
OLUMESE,
Barr. (Miss) Aisosa
ISOKPAN
Barr. (Mrs) Linda
Ebarefamen OSAGIE

12.

13.
14.
15.

LL.B, LL.M, Ph.D,
B.L
LL.B, LL.M, B.L

Lecturer II

LL.B, LL.M, B.L

Lecturer I

LL.B, LL.M, B.L

Lecturer II

LL.B, B.L, LL.M

Lecturer II

LL.B, B.L

Assistant
Lecturer

Lecturer I

* On leave of absence

2

NON-ACADEMIC STAFF
Mrs. O. OKUNDOLOR
B.Sc (Pub.
Admin) Dip. Sec.
Studies
Mrs. F.U. OJO-OSEDEI
B.A.

3

Miss. I. J. EGUAVOEN

B.Sc

4

Mrs. J ORONSAYE

SSCE,

1

Senior Executive
Officer
Higher Executive
Officer
Higher Executive
Officer
Clerical Officer

DEPARTMENT OF PRIVATE AND PROPERTY LAW ACADEMIC STAFF

S/N
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of Staff
Professor Emeka
CHIANU
Prof. (Mrs.) Victoria E
ONUOHA
Professor Edoba B.
OMOREGIE*
Dr. Dennis. U.
ODIGIE

5

Dr Michael O. ATTAH

6.

Dr. Anthony. O.
EWERE
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Qualification
LL.B. (Hons.),
LL.M., B.L.
B.A, LL.B (Hons.),
LL.M, Ph.D, B.L.
LL.B. (Hons.),
LL.M., Ph.D, B.L.
LL.B (Hons.),
LL.M, Ph.D MPA,
B.L.
LL.B. (Hons.),
LL.M, Ph.D, B.L.
LL.B. (Hons.),
LL.M, Ph.D, B.L.
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Designation
Professor/H.O.D
Professor
Professor
Associate
Professor
Associate
Professor
Senior Lecturer
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11
12.
13.
14

Barr. (Mrs) Anwuli I.
OFUANI-SOKOLO
Barr. G. E.
OAIKHENA
Barr. Darracot
OSAWE
Barr. (Miss) Sonia.
AKINYELU
Barr. Daniel T. ACHI
Barr. (Mrs) A. Juliet
AIMIENROVBIYE
Chioma Linda Obi
Lily Irubafe
Oyakhirome

LL.B. (Hons.),
LL.M,Ph.D, B.L.
LL.B. (Hons.),
LL.M, B.L.
LL.B, LL.M, BL

Senior Lecturer

LL.B. (Hons.),
LL.M, B.L.
LL.B, LL.M, B.L.
LL.B, LL.M, BL

Lecturer I

LL.B, LL.M, B.L
LL.B, LL.M, B.L

Lecturer II
Lecturer II

Lecturer I
Lecturer I

Lecturer I
Lecturer I

* On leave of absence

1

NON-ACADEMIC STAFF
M.Sc (Pol. Sc) Assistant Registrar
Mrs. Christie
Omochuwa ACHIME

2

Mrs I. IRABOR

3

Gab Becky OSHODIN

4.

Rome
Igbinerediuwa
OMOREGIE

B.Sc
(Social
works)
B.Sc (Physics),
PGD

Senior Executive
Officer
Higher Executive
Officer
Administrative
Officer

PUBLIC LAW DEPARTMENT
ACADEMIC STAFF
S/N
Name of Staff
Qualification
Prof. Lawrence.A.
LL.B (Hons), LL.M
1.
ATSEGBUA, SAN
(London), LL.M.
(Alberta), BL
Prof. Nathaniel A. LL.B (Hons), LL.M
2.
INEGBEDION, Ph.D
(Ekpoma), Ph.D.,
B.L.
Prof. (Mrs) Nkolika. I. LL.B (Hons), LL.M,
3.
ANIEKWU
Ph.D, B.L.
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Professor
Professor

Professor
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4
5.

Prof. (Mrs.) Violet
AIGBOKHAEVBO
Prof. Osaretin
AIGBOVO

6.

Prof. S. Gozie
OGBODO

7

Prof. Faith. O
OSADOLOR
Prof. Ngozi. F.
UNUIGBE
Dr.
Gabriel
ARISHE

10
11.

LL.B. (Benin), LL.M,
Ph.D, B.L.
LL.B (Hons), LL.M,
Ph.D, B.L.
LL.B (Hons), LL.M,
Ph.D, B.L.
LL.B (Hons), LL.M,
Ph.D, B.L
LL.B (Hons), LL.M,
BL, DIP (IEL), Ph.D
O. LL.B. (Hons.), LL.M,
B.L., Ph.D

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Assoicate
Professor/Ag.
H.O.D
Senior Lecturer

Dr. (Mrs) Florence. E.
IYASERE
Dr. (Mrs) Eunice O.
ERHAGBE

LL.B (Hons), B.L,
LL.M, Ph.D
LL.B, BL, LL.M,
Ph.D

14

Dr. Solomon
IENLANYE*

LL.B (Hons), B.L,
LL.M, Ph.D

Senior Lecturer

16

Barr. (Mrs) Hadiza O
OKUNROBO
Barr. (Mrs) Elizabeth
A. IYAMU-OJO*
Dr. Desmond
Osaretin
ORIAKHOGBA*
Barr. Julius EDOBOR
Dr. Andrew E.A
OKPOSIN
Barr. David O.
AIGBEKAEN

LL.B, BL, LL.M

Lecturer I

LL.B, BL, LL.M

Lecturer I

LL.B, BL, LL.M,
Ph.D

Lecturer I

LL.B, BL, LL.M
LL.B, B.L, LL.M,
Ph.D
LL.B, BL, LL.M

Lecturer I
Lecturer II

12.
13

17
18.
19.
20
21.

* On Training leave
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Senior Lecturer

Lecturer II
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NON-ACADEMIC STAFF
1.

Mrs. E.A.
ALEGIEUNO

2

Mr Felix Amudia
OMONDIAOGBE
Miss. E.D.
ODUAGBON

3
4

Mrs. Evelyn. O.
ONAGHINO
5. Mrs. A. EHIABHI

FSLC, SPSCE, Dip.
(Mathematics Edu),
B.Sc (Industrial
Mathematics); MPA
B.Sc (Public Admin)
PSLC, SSCE, WAEC,
B.A. (English &
Literary Studies.

SSC, 35/50 WPM
(ESSEB)

6. Ms. Gloria Osas
Owaeghianye

Principal
Executive Officer
II
Senior Executive
Officer
Senior Executive
Officer

Senior Clerical
Officer
Administrative
Officer
Administrative
Assistant

STUDENTS AFFAIRS SERVICE
The Student Affairs Division of the Vice-Chancellor’s Office is
central to the University’s mission of assisting students in their
intellectual, physical emotional, mental and moral development.
The Division is responsible for the quality of the informal learning
environment that students experience in the University community.
Its functions which are administrative, educational and supportive
include:




Meeting students’ basic needs such as accommodation,
feeding arrangement and transport.
Providing essential services such as financial assistance
through information on bursaries, scholarship and loan.
Promotion of healthy environment on campus by caring for
psychological and developmental needs through sporting
activities and professional counseling and advice.
Augmenting the academic experience through the
provision of productive recreational, cultural and social
activities.
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The primary concern of the Student Affairs Division is the student.
The very nature of the students’ services fosters this focus on the
individual. In co-operative efforts with students, faculties and other
administrative units of the University, the Division endeavours to
provide the atmosphere and humane relationship that are essential
for students overall adjustment, provision of equal opportunity to
realize their potential as enlightened individuals and responsible
members of the society.
The mission of the Student Affairs Division includes enrolment and
orientation of students, their welfare, and their development.
Implicitly the Division takes cognizance of changing interests and
needs of students, and endeavours to adopt its programme
appropriately to their orderly development at the University.
The Dean of Students Affairs is the Head of the Division. Next to
the Dean is the Student Affairs Officer. The Division is divided into
sections, namely, Financial Aids/Students’ Welfare, Students’
Service, Guidance and Counseling and Halls of Residence.
Financial Aid/Welfare Section: This section is charged with
matters relating to bursaries, scholarships and loans for students.
It is also responsible for the general welfare of students. It provides
students with on-campus accommodation.
Guidance and Counseling: This section offers guidance and
counseling services to students in their academic, social, personal
and vocational life. The section is also charged with the
arrangements for the reception, registration and orientation of new
students. The Guidance and Counseling section liaises with
employers to provide students with information on job
opportunities. It handles the registration of Clubs/Associations and
students’ sporting activities. There are presently several Guidance
Counselors in the Division and plans are on to recruit more in the
years ahead. This section runs a Library and Stock Career
Resource Materials for students’ reference. It organizes career
week and career talks for students from time to time.
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Students’ Services: There are a number of ‘bukas’ and canteens
in different parts of the University of Benin where students can
feed. The bukas are operated by individuals contracted and
appointed by the University on a yearly basis. There is no fixed
amount for meals. Students pay as they eat. Students are advised
to be thrifty so that their feeding allowance can sustain them for the
semester or session.
BURSARY SERVICES
The Bursary Department handles the financial and accounting
matters of the University. It is headed by the Bursar. The Bursary
Department is divided into ten divisions for the purpose of effective
work and management. The division that most closely relates to
students is Students Account. Each division is headed by a Deputy
Bursar and comprises of sections and finance offices.
LIBRARY SERVICES
The University of Benin Library consists of a main library and
branch libraries. Presently, the Library altogether holds about
251,387 volumes of books and 73, 605 volumes of covering
virtually all subject areas taught in this University as well as other
areas of knowledge.
The Library building is designed to
accommodate 500,000 volumes.
Main Library: The main Library is situated at Ugbowo campus
between the Student Centre Complex and the Students’ Halls of
Residence and opposite the Clinical Students Hostel. This ultramodern Library building is centrally air-conditioned and supported
with package unit air conditioners which also take over whenever
the central air-conditioner breaks down. There is also a big standby electricity generating set which supplies electricity whenever
there is power failure from the Benin Electricity Distribution
Company. The main library building has three levels namely; the
basement, the ground floor and the first floor. The basement
houses the Bindery, the Reprography, the Audio-Visual room and
the Archive. The Reference Section, the Circulation Section, the
Serials Section, the Workroom as well as the University Librarian’s
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Office complex and other staff offices are located on the ground
floor. The main shelving area, the Special Collection, and the
Textbook Collection are on the first floor. The Library building is
designed to seat about 700 readers at a time. It consists of two
sections:(a) The undergraduate area where books covering all courses
taught in the University are shelved in open access. Reading
desks are also arranged near the shelf areas to facilitate use
of the books.
(b) The research area which consists of:(i)
Serials Section where back rums of journals are
shelved; and
(ii)
Special Collection: a collection of rare books such as
dissertations, official publications of Federal and
State governments as well as publications of
international organizations such as UN, WHO, GATT,
ECA, AU, World Bank, etc.
Faculty of Law Alumni Library: This Library was built by Alumni
of the Faculty of Law. It is stocked with a variety of carefully chosen
domestic and foreign text books, journals, law reports and other
periodicals sufficient for the present research and teaching
requirements. The Library is open to Law students and academic
staff only.
In 2001, Dr Solomon Ukhuegbe, an academic staff of the Faculty
who was on study leave at Osgoode Hall Law School, University
of York, arranged to transfer a large number of Canadian and
English law reports and journals to the Law Collection. A large
consignment of Canadian Business Law Journal, Osgoode Hall
Law Journal, Canadian Bar Review, Dominion Law Report,
Queens Bench Report etc were shipped down from Canada. The
University merely paid the cost of freight. As at 2017, the Faculty
of Law Alumni Library holds about 2133 volumes of periodicals
(journals and law reports) and 5068 volumes of books.
Ekehuan Campus Library: This houses the collections for the
Department of Creative Arts and general reference materials. It
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serves as the library for the Department of Creative Arts and the
Institute of Public Administration and Extension Services and also
as a reading room for all students living at Ekehuan Campus.
Medical Sub-Library: The Medical Sub-Library is located on the
top floor of the University of Benin Teaching Hospital (UBTH)
Establishment building. It caters for the needs of the teaching staff
and students of the Faculty of Medicine and also for the students
of the School of Medical Laboratory Technology. The Medical
Library houses over 10,000 volumes and about 500 periodical titles
and some back files of journals in the Medical Sciences.
Reprographic and Bindery Services: The Reprographic and
Bindery Section offers reprographic and bindery services to eligible
library users at highly subsidized charges which are from time to
time determined by the Library Committee.

LIBRARY RULES AND REGULATIONS
Hours of Opening
Semester:

Monday – Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8.00 a.m
- 10.00 pm
8.00 a.m
- 3.30 pm
12.00 noon - 6.00 pm

Vacation:

Monday – Friday

8.00 am
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THE ALUMNI LAW LIBRARY
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Computer Library (E-Library): This is located in the Faculty
Alumni Law Library building. Work on the computer library was
completed in 2015. Presently, it accommodate 100 computers
with access to legal databases. It is hoped that with time, the
Library will its full potential of accommodating 50 additional
computers. Funds for the computer library came primarily from
Governor Babatunde Fashola, and our other Alumni.
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ADMISSION TO THE LIBRARY
No person may make use of the University Library until he has
signed and undertaking to observe Library Rules and has been
issued with a Library card. This card must be shown to any official
of the Library on demand, who may prohibit entry to anyone unable
to produce it. Registration must be renewed at the beginning of
each academic year. Library cards are not transferable.
The following are eligible to be registered as readers in the
University of Benin Library with the privilege of borrowing books,
subject to the regulations in force:
 All members of the University as may be defined in the
University of Benin Act;
 all members of the academic, administrative and senior
technical staff;
 such other persons as may be determined by the Library
Committee or the University Librarian acting on behalf of it.
Members of the junior staff may not borrow books directly,
but loans can be made in special cases on the signature of their
Head of Department who will take responsibility for them.
The following may be admitted to the Library for purposes
of study and reference but without the privilege of borrowing:
 All registered members of the Alumni Association of the
University of Benin;
 such other person as may be admitted by the University
Librarian on a temporary basis.
LOAN OF BOOKS
For every book borrowed for use outside the Library, a book card
must be signed and handed in at the Circulation Desk. The books
shall then be stamped with the date for return. The reader signing
for book is responsible for its custody and return. All transactions
must be made in person.
Books in the Reference Section Textbook Collection, books
marked ‘’RESERVED’’, ‘’NOT FOR LOAN’’ or ‘’FOR REFERENCE
ONLY’’ may not be removed from the Library.
Books in Special Collection e.g. official documents, old,
rare, valuable or irreplaceable works may only be borrowed with
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the express permission of the University Librarian and then only in
exceptional cases. Journals may not be removed from the Library
except by special permission for a period not exceeding three
days. Serial stacks which contain back issues for journals are not
open access except to academic staff.
Students are restricted to four volumes on loan at any one
time and the senior staff to ten volumes. Penalties will be imposed
for overdue, lost or damaged books according to the following
scale:
(a) Overdue books 5k per day up to a maximum of 30 days
thereafter N1.00 per week or part of a week. All loan
privileges may be suspended after 30 days.
(b) Any book specifically recalled by the University Librarian will
attract a fine of 50k per day after the third day from the date
of receipt of such notice.
(c) Books lost will be paid for at the prevailing cost of replacement
or estimated value of the book to which will be added to an
administrative charge of 50% of the book cost. Readers must
report cases of missing books promptly in writing to stop the
daily fines mounting. All loan privileges will be suspended
until fines or charges are paid.
(d) Estimated cost of repair will be charged for damaged books.
Period of Loan: The normal period of loan is 14 days. Provided
that no other reader requires the book, a loan may be renewed for
further period of 14 days after which it must be returned to the
shelves. Long term loan not exceeding 3 months may be arranged
for academic staff on request.
Return of Books: All books on loan to undergraduate students
must be returned on or before the last Monday of the last week of
the semester, or within 3 days of date of recall. All books on loan
must be returned before the long vacation for annual stock taking.
Vacation Loans: Senior staff of the University may borrow during
the long vacation. Postgraduate students may also borrow with
special permission.
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NOTE that for the present, the Law Library is solely a reference
library. Neither staff members nor students may borrow books
from the library.
USE OF CARRELS
Sixty carrels are available in the Main Library, and may be
allocated to academic staff on application to the reference
Librarian for a maximum period of one semester at a time.
Postgraduate students with proven needs may be considered for
allocation provided that such allocation shall not exceed 20 carrels.
CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE
All readers leaving the University must obtain clearance
certificates from the University Librarian before they can claim their
entitlements from the Bursary or the Registry.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

LIBRARY DISCIPLINE AND SECURITY
Silence must be observed in and around the Library.
Brief cases, bags, waterproofs, umbrellas, etc, must be left in
the place provided at the owner’s risk. However, money and
other valuable should
not be left in the bags.
No reader may enter any part of the Library marked “Private”
or “reserved for staff” unless by permission.
There shall be no smoking in the Library.
The use of any form of naked light, including candles, is strictly
prohibited in the Library. This is to avoid fire outbreak in the
library; books are easily combustible.
Food may not be taken into the Library. That way, destructive
rodents are kept away from the library.
Books are very valuable; they should not be marked, defaced
or damaged in any way.
Readers are held responsible for any damage to books in their
charge. Thus, report any damage to books to the library staff
with immediacy.
All persons leaving the Library must surrender their books or
papers to the Library security official for search.
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SPORTING FACILITIES
The University of Benin has an ultra modern stadium with a main
bowl consisting of a football field and an Akus 8-lane metre
synthetic track. It was built in 1979 in time to host the NUGA
Games in 1980. There are several other up-to-date sports facilities
which are in the Sports complex. These include:(a) Olympic-size swimming pool with a diving pool and learner’s
pool.
(b) Volleyball courts
(c) 6 Hard tennis courts
(d) 1 Akus surface tennis court
(e) 2 Basketball courts
(f) 1 Hockey pitch
(g) 1 practice football field
(h) 2 Handball courts
Due to the high quality of the facilities at the University of Benin
Sports complex, many national and international sports
competitions are held here.
The University attaches great importance to student
participation in sports. Students who distinguish themselves at
sports are given preferential treatment in allocation of hostel
accommodation; they are also awarded scholarships.
STUDENTS CLUBS/ASSOCIATION
It is the policy of the University to encourage students to organize
and participate in associations which promote the academic,
cultural, recreational and social life of the University. For this
reason, the University encourages a network of student-directed
clubs, societies and associations designed to supplement
academic education. There are a number of such academic,
social, ethnic and religious organizations catering for a wide variety
of interests.
Names of student organizations that are registered for any
particular session are published in the students News Bulletin at
the end of the registration period. Information concerning
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membership of these organizations could be obtained from
executive members of the registered organization.
Students are strongly advised to join only registered
organizations. For the avoidance of doubt, it is the policy of the
University to prohibit the existence on campus, of student’s
nocturnal organizations (secret cults) which have constituted
themselves into terrorist gangs assaulting and extorting monies
from peace-loving students. Organizations guilty of the heinous
crimes include the Black Axe Movement, the Maphites, the
Buccaneer, Eiye, Mafia and any such similar organizations. It is a
violation of this policy for any student to hold membership of these
organizations or engage in such clandestine activities which is a
feature of these groups.
The University is ever ready to invoke appropriate
sanctions on identifiable cases. All law-abiding students are
therefore enjoined to report suspected members to the Dean of
Students for prompt attention; confidentiality in this regard is
assured.
MODE OF REPORTING ACADEMIC PROBLEMS
This Faculty offers one undergraduate degree. However, for the
convenience of administration, the Faculty has been divided into
four departments and students have been allocated to them as
follows:100 Level - Department of Private and Property Law
200 Level - Department of Business Law
300 Level - Department of Public Law
400 Level - Department of Jurisprudence and International Law
500 Level – Dean’s Office
Departments are responsible for registration of students.
They are also responsible for examination and other academic
matters affecting the level of students allocated to them.
Students are advised to meet the appropriate Head of
Department for all their academic problems. Any communication
with the Dean must be routed through the Head of Department. It
is only matters that a Head of Department cannot handle that
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should be referred to the Dean by the Head of Department
concerned.
THE LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
The Law Students Association (LAWSA) is open for membership
to all law students. The Association also has life and honorary
members. It has an Executive Council, a legislative organ (the
Congress) and operates through several committees. The
General Assembly of LAWSA is its supreme organ.
The Association’s ‘judicial’ functions are carried out by the
Jural Court system. It interprets LAWSA’s constitution and ensures
that all organs and functionaries operate within the Association’s
constitution. It also handles cases of breaches of LAWSA code of
conduct and rules of etiquette for law students. Appeals lie from
the decisions of the Jural Court to an Appeal Board.
LAWSA organizes social activities and programmes for the
students. Its secretariat which has become a busy social centre
for law students is located within the Faculty complex.
Members charged with the responsibility of running the
affairs of the Association are elected yearly into the following
offices: President, Vice-President, Secretary-General, Assistant
Secretary General, Financial Secretary, Treasurer, Assistant
Treasurer, Director of Sports, Public Relations Officer and Director
of Socials.
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CHAPTER TWO

Teaching and Research
PHILOSOPHY AND OBJECTIVES
LL.B Programme
The programme is designed to ensure that the law graduate will
have a clear understanding of the place and importance of law in
the society. Because all human activities – social, economic,
political, etc – take place within legal framework, it is necessary
that the students of law should have a broad knowledge and
exposure to other disciplines in the process of acquiring legal
education. Legal education should therefore act, first, as a
stimulus to stir the student in critical analysis and examination of
the prevailing social, economic and political systems of his
community and, secondly, as an intellectual exercise aimed at
studying and assessing the operation, efficacy and relevance of
various rules of law in the society.
In the formulation of the curriculum care has been taken to
ensure that law is taught as it exists at any given moment with
emphasis on the comparative approach to legal studies, bearing in
mind that there are many systems of law concurrently in operation
(statutory law; common law; customary law; and/or Islamic law).
The programme therefore, seeks to introduce the student to law,
provide him with many principles of judicial process and legal
development and equip him with the basic tools of legal analysis
or legal method. In furtherance of this goal we were the first law
faculty in Nigeria to introduce the teaching of Legal Methods which
has since become a mandatory requirement of legal training
throughout the country.
But it must be said that the programme provides only a dim
light with which a prospective lawyer may see vaguely the road
that runs through the University and the law school into the
“Temple of justice” where he is expected to reside all the days of
his life. The programme is therefore, not designed to make him an
expert in any field of law as such, but to enable him appreciate as
a law student what career openings are available to him. He can
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then make a more sensible choice where to move in and pitch his
tent in the legal field; there he would specialize by acquiring the
necessary and relevant books, skills, and experience, which will
guide him successfully through his life journey with the law.
A law graduate must be able to use law as a tool for the
resolution of various social, economic and political conflicts in
society. The training in the law programme is specially aimed at
producing lawyers whose level of education would equip them
properly to serve as advisers to government and their agencies,
companies, business firms, associations, individuals and families,
etc. The fact is that governments, companies and, to some extent,
even individuals and their activities are creatures of law expected
to operate within legal framework.
Therefore, the output of the system will be fed to such
institutions as international organizations and agencies, academic
teaching and research institutions; federal, state and local
governments, various industrial and mercantile associations,
various social, family and domestic groups and their activities, etc.
In government, for instance, the lawyers will fit in well in judicial
service, legislative and administrative functions, legal drafting and
advising, criminal prosecutions and civil litigation, arbitration, and
the administration of estates, etc. It is the same in other fields.
Postgraduate Programme
The postgraduate programme is designed for specialist
training in specific areas of the law. LL.M and Ph.D degrees were
first offered in the 1985/86 session. The teaching staff included
four professors from sister Nigerian Universities.
Due to
manpower and logistics problems, admission was suspended after
that session. During the period however the initial intakes
completed their training (six LL.M and 1 Ph.D). Admission into the
programme resumed in the 1993/94 session and the programme
is now run exclusively by academic staff of the Faculty.
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Library
The law library in the Faculty building has a large and fast growing
collection of local and foreign legal materials.
Lectures and Tutorials
Law courses, except Legal Methods, have four credit hours a
week which comprises of three hours of lectures and one tutorial
hour. The method of instruction is by oral lectures and participatory
tutorials. Although the primary objective is to expose students to
Nigerian law and the common law, legal theory, and international
law, the comparative method is applied to most courses. The
Faculty building has three large lecture theatres and several
classrooms.
The physical facilities are very adequate for
instructional purposes in the decades ahead.
Apart from taking the prescribed examinations in all
courses, students are required to work on a long essay under
supervision in the final year.

Lecture Theatre
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Post Graduate Classroom (Room 205)

Tutorial Classroom
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Students receiving lectures

Students in the Alumni Law Library
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CHAPTER THREE

Bachelor of Laws Programme
STRUCTURE
Two categories of courses are included in the programme:
compulsory and elective courses. These are again broken down
into compulsory law courses and elective law courses on the one
hand, and compulsory non-law courses and elective non-law
courses on the other.
The compulsory courses are those which must be taken
and passed by all students at particular levels. Elective courses
are those from which students must choose at particular levels to
make up the minimum credit load requirement.
The distinctive features of the revised LL.B programme is
the introduction of a substantial number of non-law courses which,
according to the National Universities Commission (NUC), is
designed to give the law graduate a broad-based education.
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Four-year Programme (Direct Entry)
Candidate must possess:
(a) A two-year or three-year university diploma plus credits in
five (5) papers, including English Language and English
Literature as well as at least a pass in Mathematics in the
S.S,C.E. or G.C.E. ‘O’ Level or its equivalent, or
(b) Three (3) papers at Principal or Advanced level in the Higher
School Certificate or G.C.E. together with credit in five
subjects including English Language and English Literature
as well as at least a pass in Mathematics in the S.S.C.E. or
G.C.E. ‘O’ Level or its equivalent, or
(c) Two (2) papers at principal or Advanced Level in the HSC or
G.C.E. plus credits in five (5) other papers (including English
Language and English Literature) as well as a pass in
Mathematics in the S.S.C.E. or G,C.E. ‘O’ Level or its
equivalent.
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(d)

At least a Merit level pass in University of Benin Diploma in
any of the following:
(i)
Diploma in Law (D.I.L)
(ii) Diploma in Social Work (DSW)
(iii) Diploma in International Studies and Diplomacy (ISD).
(e) Diploma from other recognized University with at least an
upper credit level pass in the areas listed above.
(f) Higher National Diploma with at least a lower credit Level pass
from a recognized Polytechnic or College of Technology.
(g) Nigeria Certificate of Education (N.C.E.) with at least a credit
pass in two subject areas from a recognized College of
Education. In addition, candidates should have at least five
credits in subjects including English and English Literature as
well as at least a pass in Mathematics.
(h) A good degree of the University of Benin or any other
recognized University not below Second Class (Lower
Division). Such a degree holder must meet the SSCE or
GCE `O’ Level requirements set out above.
(i)
Candidates must, in addition, pass the Post Direct Entry Test.

Five-Year Programme
(University Tertiary Matriculations Examinations - UTME)
Candidates for admission must possess at least the S.S.C.E. or
G.C.E. ‘O’ Level with credit passes in five (5) subjects, including
English Language and English Literature and a pass in
Mathematics obtained at not more than two sittings. Such
candidates must also have an acceptable pass in the Unified
Tertiary Matriculation Examination (UTME) coupled with a postUTME screening test.
NOTE: The Unified Tertiary Matriculation Examination (UTME)
subjects are:
(a) Use of English
(b) Literature in English
(c) Any other two subjects
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ONLINE REGISTRATION
Checking of admission results and clearance of provisionally
admitted candidates are now done online in the University of
Benin.
Access to the Uniben Online is gained by entering the PIN and
JAMB registration numbers with a Uniben Scratch Card purchased
from banks the University designates from time to time in any part
of the country.
For admitted candidates eligibility forms and personal data
forms are to be completed online after which the candidate reports
to the UAB representative in his/her Faculty with original
credentials and a coloured un-mutilated passport-size photograph
for verification and scanning into the online data base.
Payment of approved charges and request for
accommodation are also carried out Online using the appropriate
Uniben Scratch Cards.

1.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

FOR CLEARANCE ONLINE
Students to buy a Uniben Access Scratch Card
At UNIBEN.WAEUP, check for your admission online
Print your admission slip
Buy a CLEARANCE Scratch Card
Go ONLINE = UNIBENPORTAL. COM
Fill in an eligibility form
SEND
Go to your Faculty and ask for the Faculty Admission Officer.
Make necessary enquiries.
Submit original credentials and a coloured passport-size
photograph for verification and scanning.

COURSE REGISTRATION AND CREDIT DISTRIBUTION
The Faculty operates the Course Credit System. Core courses are
compulsory. All students must register for and pass them to be
eligible for the award of a degree. The thirteen (13) core courses
and the weight attached to them are as follows:
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Courses
1. PUL111/121
2. PPL211/221
3. PUL211/221
4. PUL212/222
5. PUL311/321
6. BUL311/321
7. PPL311/321
8. PUL411/421
9. PPL411/421
10. PPL412/422
11. JIL511/521
12. BUL511/521
13. JIL020 -

Credit Weight
Legal Methods 1/II
4
Law of Contract 1/II
8
Nigerian Legal System 1/II 8
Constitutional Law 1/II
8
Criminal Law 1/II
8
Commercial Law 1/I
8
Law of Torts 1/II
8
Law of Evidence 1/II
8
Land Law 1/II
8
Equity and Trusts 1/II
8
Jurisprudence and Legal
Theory 1/II
8
Law of Business
Associations 1/II
8
A Compulsory Essay
(in the final year)
6

In addition, the following non-law courses relevant to the proper
training of lawyers are prescribed as compulsory for all students
on the five-year programme. The compulsory non-law courses
are:Courses
Credit Weight
1
GST 111
Use of English
2
2
GST 112
Philosophy and Logic
2
3
GST 121
Peace and Conflict Resolution
2
4
GST 122
Nigerian Peoples & Culture
2
5
GST 123
History & Philosophy of Science
2
6
JIL111/121
Introduction to Logic 1 & II
6
7
BUL 211/322 Intro to Computers/Application of
Computer to Legal Studies
6
8. Social Science (two separate courses)
POL 111/121 – Introduction to Political Science/Basic
Forms and Organisations of Government
6
9. English and English Literature (Six separate courses)
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ENL111, 112 and 113 - Morphology & Syntax; Poetry and Prose
Writing (1st Semester) ENL 121, 122 and 123 - /Drama, Creative
Writing and Composition (2nd Semester)
12
* One credit unit is the equivalent of one contact hour per week per
semester.
NOTE: Of the compulsory non-law courses in year 1, only the
General Studies courses are compulsory for Direct Entry
candidates.
Optional Courses
The Faculty has a set of optional (elective) courses. Students are
required to register for and pass a number of them sufficient to
meet the requirements for earning a degree.
Optional Law Courses
Courses
Credit Weight
1
PUL215
Administrative Law I
4
PUL 225
Administrative Law II
4
2
PPL213
Customary Law I
4
PPL 223
Customary Law II
4
3
JIL315
Oil and Gas Law I
4
JIL325
Oil and Gas Law II
4
4.
PPL313
Law of Succession I
4
PPL323
Law of Succession II
4
5.
PUL315
Environmental Law I
4
PUL325
Environmental Law II
4
6.
JIL411
Public International Law I
4
JIL421
Public International Law II
4
7.
BUL414
Law of Banking & Negotiable
Instruments I
4
BUL425
Law of Insurance
4
8.
PPL414
Conveyancing I
4
PPL424
Conveyancing II
4
9.
PUL412
Human Rights Law I
4
PUL422
Human Rights Law II
4
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10.
11.
12.
12
14
15
16
17

BUL535
BUL545
BUL512
BUL523
JIL512
JIL523
PPL511
PPL521
PUL 512
PUL 523
PPL515
PPL526
PPL517
PPL528
BUL516

Law of Taxation I
Law of Taxation II
Labour Law I
Labour Law II
Conflict of Laws I
Conflict of Laws II
Family Law I
Family Law II
Criminology I
Criminology II
Islamic Law I
Islamic Law II
Islamic Family Law I
Islamic Family Law II
Law of Intellectual/Industrial
Property I
Law of Intellectual/Industrial
Property II
International Trade Law I
International Trade Law II
International Humanitarian Law I
International Humanitarian Law II

BUL 527
18
19

1
2
3
4

JIL514
JIL525
JIL515
JIL527

ECO111
ECO121
POL112
POL122
SAA214
SAA224
HIS413
HIS423

5

CED300

Optional Non-Law Courses
Principles of Economics I
Principles of Economics II
Introduction to Nig Govt &Politics I
Introduction to Nig Govt & Politics II
Social Psychology I
Social Psychology II
History of Political Thought
(Plato to Machiavelli)
History of Political Thought
(Machiavelli to Marx)
Entrepreneurship
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The University may add to these non-law courses from time to
time.
To be eligible for a Degree each student must earn the following:
(i) Four-year Programme
171 Credit Units
(ii) Five-year Programme
199 Credit Units
No student may register for less than the minimum number of
credits specified hereunder for each level.
No student may register for more than eight (8) credit units above
the minimum number specified hereunder for each level without
special dispensation from Senate.
When a student registers for a particular course in one semester
he must register for the counterpart in the other semester unless
he has previously passed it provided he does not thereby exceed
the maximum registrable credit for the session.
Registration and change of courses should be effected strictly in
accordance with the relevant University Regulations.
No
registration or change outside the time prescribed by the
regulations shall be entertained.
Every student is required to attend at least seventy-five per cent
(75%) of lectures and of tutorials to be eligible to take prescribed
examinations in each course.
Every student shall be assigned to a Course Adviser from among
the academic staff of the Faculty.
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COURSE REQUIREMENTS
Five-Year Programme
100 LEVEL
First Semester
1.
POL111
2.
JIL111
3.
ENL111
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

ENL 112
ENL 113
ECO 111
PUL111
GST111
GST112

Second Semester
1.
POL121
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

JIL121
ENL121
ENL122
ENL123
ECO121
PUL121
GST121
GST122
GST123

Credit Weight
Introduction to Political Science
3
Introduction to Logic 1
3
Introduction to Morphology and
Syntax
2
Introduction to Poetry
2
Introduction to Prose Writing
2
Principles of Economics
3
Legal Methods 1
2
Use of English 1
2
Philosophy & Logic
2
21
Credit Weight
Basic Forms and
Organisation of Government
3
Introduction to Logic II
3
Introduction to Drama
2
Introduction to Creative Writing
2
Introduction to Composition
2
Principles of Economics II
3
Legal Methods II
2
Use of English
2
Nigerian People and Culture
2
History & Philosophy of Science
2
23

Total Credit Units for the year

44

NOTE: General Studies courses of the University are compulsory
for all students.
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200 LEVEL
First Semester
1.
PUL211
2.
PUL212
3.
PPL211
4.
PUL111
5.
6.
7.
8.

Credit Weight
Nigerian Legal System 1
4
Constitutional Law 1
4
Law of Contract 1
4
Legal Methods 1 (for only Direct Entry
students exempted from GST)
2
BUL211
Introduction to Computers
3
An elective law course (Administrative Law or
Customary Law)
4
GST111
Use of English 1
2
GST112
Philosophy & Logic
2
24

NOTE: GST 111 and 112 (For Direct Entry students only). There
is however, opportunity for exemption from GST courses only in
respect of Degree holders who obtained their degree from UNIBEN
or whose transcript evidences the fact that as a degree holder from
other University he/she offered GST courses earlier in time.
Second Semester
Credit weight
1.
PUL221
Nigerian Legal System II
4
2.
PUL222
Constitutional Law II
4
3.
PPL221
Law of Contract II
4
4.
PUL121
Legal Methods II (Direct Entry
students whether exempted from
GST courses or not)
2
5.
POL122
Introduction to Nigerian
Government & Politics II
3
6.
An Elective Law Course (Administrative
Law or Customary Law)
4
7.
GST121
Use of English II
2
8.
GST122
Nigerian People and Culture
2
9.
GST 123
History & Philosophy of Science
2
26
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Total Credits for the Year
(For Direct Entry Students)
(For Returning Students)
* 40 credits in case of exemption from GST

50*
38

300 LEVEL
First Semester
Credit Weight
1.
PUL311
Criminal Law 1
4
2.
PPL311
Law of Torts 1
4
3.
BUL311
Commercial Law 1
4
4.
An elective law course (Oil and Gas Law or
Environmental Law or Law of
Succession)
4
5.
An elective non-law course (Social Psychology
for UME entrants & Logic for Direct entrants
2
18
Second Semester
Credit Weight
1.
PUL321
Criminal Law II
4
2.
PPL321
Law of Torts II
4
3.
BUL322
Application of Computer to Legal
Studies
3
4.
BUL 321
Commercial Law II
4
5.
An elective law course (Oil and Gas Law or
Environmental Law or Law of
Succession
4
6.
An elective non-law course (Social Psychology
for UME entrants & Logic for Direct Entry entrants) 2
21
39

Total Credits for the year
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400 LEVEL
First Semester
Credit Weight
1.
PPL411
Land Law 1
4
2.
PPL412
Equity
4
3.
PUL 411
Law of Evidence 1
4
4.
An elective law course (Law of Banking or
International Law or Human Rights Law or
Conveyancing Law)
4
5.
An elective non-law course -His 413 (History
of Political Thought)
3
6.

One non-law course – CED 300 (Entrepreneurship) 2
21

Second Semester
Credit Weight
1.
PPL421
Land Law II
4
2.
PPL422
Law of Trusts
4
3.
PUL421
Law of Evidence II
4
4.
An elective law course (Law of Insurance,
International Law or Human Rights Law)
4
5.
An elective non-law course HIS423
(History of Political Thought II)
3
19
Total Credits for the year

40

500 LEVEL
First Semester
Credit Weight
1.
JIL511 Jurisprudence & Legal Theory 1
4
2.
BUL511 Law of Business Association 1
4
3.
Two elective law courses
8
16
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Second Semester
Credit Weight
1.
JIL521 Jurisprudence & Legal Theory II
4
2.
BUL521 Law of Business Association II
4
3.
JIL020 Compulsory Long Essay
6
4.
Two elective law courses
8 i.e 4/4
22
Total credits for the year

38

COURSE CONTENT FOR THE NON-LAW COURSES
1. ENL.112. Introduction to Prose Fiction
This course deals with the nature of prose fiction in relation to
the nature of literature in general; elements and forms of prose
fiction; principles of appreciation of prose fiction; and a critical
study of selected African and non-African novels and short
stories.
2. ENL.113: Introduction to Poetry
The course deals with the nature of poetry (definitions,
elements, forms and functions) against the background of the
nature of literature in general; critical appreciation of poetry
(literary devices; imagistic figures, rhetorical figures, sound
devices, rhythmical devices, structural devices), grammatical
reading of poetry; interpretation; discussing artistic features.
Poems for study will be African and non-African.
3. ENL.122: Introduction to Drama
This course focuses on the nature of drama and on its various
elements, forms, and artistic features. Students will be
introduced to the theory of drama beginning with Aristotle’s
Poetic. Selected African and non-African plays will be studied
in detail.
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4. ENL.123: Introduction to African Oral Literature
The course involves the nature, genres, artistic features,
functions, performance, and methods of collection and
preservation of African oral literature; and a critical study of
selected texts.
5. JIL.111: Introduction to Logic 1
What logic is; premises and conclusions.
Recognizing
arguments, deduction and induction, truth and validity. Three
basic uses of Languages, discourse serving multiple functions
the forms of discourse, emotive works, kinds of agreement and
disagreement, emotively neutral language.
Fallacies of
relevance, fallacies of ambiguity, avoidance of fallacies. Five
purposes of definition, verbal disputes and definition, various
kinds of meaning, Techniques for defining, rules for definition
by genus and differences.
6. JIL 121: Introduction to Logic II
Categorical propositions and classes, quality, quantity and
distribution, traditional square of opposition, further immediate
inferences, existential import, symbolism and diagram
categorical propositions. Categorical syllogism, standard form
and nature, Vine diagrams, rules and fallacies. Reducing
terms in syllogistic arguments, translation, enthymemes,
sorties, disjunctive and hypothetical syllogism. The dilemma.
7. POL.111: Introduction to Political Science
The course introduces students to the nature of politics, its
organization and its study. Emphasis is placed on the
foundation of politics as a system of political life. The course
also acquaints students with the problem of the application of
the scientific method to the study of politics, to the history and
various approaches of the subject matter and to a number of
basic concepts in Political Science.
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8. POL.111: Basic Forms and Organization of Government
The course identifies and introduces students to the basic
forms of government and the variety of their organization.
Various regimes are identified and compared in terms of their
institutional similarities and the basic ideas on which the
regimes are founded. Students are also introduced to the
principles of comparative government; and to the similarities
and dissimilarities in political arrangement, bureaucratic
structures, leadership and administrative styles.
9. ECO.111: Principles of Economics 1
This is essentially an introductory course on micro-economic
theory.
Topics covered include the subject matter of
economics and basic economic problem, national income
accounting including elementary models of income and
employment, money and banking; employment and
unemployment; public finance including government budget;
international trade; balance of payment and commercial
policies; development planning.
10. ECO.121: Principles of Economics II
This course focuses on macro-economic theory, topics,
covered include the theory of production, factors of production,
theories of demand, supply and price. Theories of consumer
behaviour. Theory of the firm, cost of production, pricing and
output under perfect competition, monopoly, monopolistic
competition and oligopoly. The theory of distribution.
11. SAA.214: Social Psychology 1
A basic course dealing with the interplay between the person
and his environment. Emphasis on both personality and
process of interaction. Review of such issues as development
of human personality through socialization, social perception,
motivation and learning, role playing and small group
interaction, attitude formation and change, norms and social
influences, human conflict and collective behaviour.
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12. SAA.224: Social Psychology II
Socialisation, social learning, internalization, conscience
formation, values and attitudes, prejudice and discriminations,
stereotypes, development and change of attitudes, social
movement.
13. HIS.413: History of Political Thought: From Plato to Machiavelli
This is the first of a two-part course on the history of western
political thought. This first part explores the origins and
evolution of European political theory since antiquity through
the Renaissance. The central theme being the development of
the theory of the State since the days of Socrates and the
accompanying problems concerning the place of the individual
vis-à-vis the central authority. Considerable attention will be
paid to the political philosophies of Plato, Aristotle, St
Augustine, Polybius, Cicero, Aquinas and Machiavelli.
14. HIS.423: History of Political Thought: From Machiavelli to Marx
This is the second part of HIS.416 and covers inter alia, the
political theory of the Reformers, the Monarchomachs and the
Politiques through Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau to the
Socialists culminating in the Political Philosophy of Karl Marx.
There are two major themes; the evolution of the theory of
sovereignty, monarchical as well as popular and the evolution
of democratic and socialist thought. The Monarchomachs,
Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau are treated in some depth with a
view to clarifying the theory of popular resistance and the locus
of sovereignty in society. Finally, a good deal of attention is
paid to the political assumptions of the socialists and above all
Karl-Marx.
15. HIS.415: History of International Relations: From Balance of
Power to Bipolarity
In this course students will have the opportunity to study the
emergence and growth of the interstate system in Europe and
its extension to the rest of the world from the nineteenth
century. The State system in Europe,
characterized by
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balance of power and commitment to ‘raison d’etat’ crystallized
in eighteenth century Europe after centuries of evolution. The
course considers the changing material and philosophical
framework of European international relations until the eclipse
of the system after World War II when a bipolar system evolved
dominated by the USA and the USSR. Some aspects of
international relations after 1945 will also be studied including
the development of international institutions and the super
power rivalry of Cold War.
16. BUL.211: Introduction to Computers (3 Credit Units)
The essence of this course is to make students computer
literate. It introduces simple computer terminologies to
students, and equips them with the background to feed in and
retrieve information from computers. It also gives students
some insight into computer programming.
1.
How and why of computers
2.
What computer is; characteristics and capabilities of a
computer.
3.
Functional components of a computer system.
4.
Computer types: Micro, Minis, Mainframes, and
Supercomputers.
5.
The Data Hierarchy – Bit, Byte, Field, Record, File and Data
Base.
6.
Data Transmission.
7.
System analysis and design
8.
Decision table.
9.
System implementation.
10. Programming concepts and languages.
17. BUL.322: Application of Computers to Legal Studies (3
Credit Units)
Introduction to Basic Programming, Designing and Coding
simple Basic Programme, Programme structure, Elements of
a Basic Programme; Data Types – Constants, Variables and
expression Statement types, Assignment types Input Output
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Statements, Control Statements, Data Base Management
system, Creation Access and Storage of Files, Use of A4GL.
18.

CED 300: Entrepreneurship (2 Credit Units)
The course consists of five modules.
Module 1 exposes the student to the concept, types and functions
of entrepreneurship. Practical issues such as generating and
developing business ideas, conducting market survey,
preparing a business plan, selecting a location and site and
selecting an appropriate technology are discussed.
Module 11 develops the policy and legal framework needed for
successful business operation. The module covers the legal
procedures for starting a business; legal aspects of
employment intellectual property rights and patenting
inventions; risk and insurance, taxation; information services,
ethics and good business practice.
Module 111 focuses on developing business/managerial skills:
selecting, remunerating and motivating employees; attracting
and retaining customers; negotiation skills; personal and time
management; and inculcating maintenance culture.
Module IV deals with finance and record keeping, costing, pricing
and credit control procedures, purchasing and inventory
control.
Module V deals with research and development especially
information and communication technologies, quality
management,
product
design,
development
and
presentation; launching of new products.

COURSE CONTENT FOR LAW COURSES
PUL.111: Legal Methods I
Law in Social Context:
a. Nature and functions of law in society, law, order and justice;
law and freedom; law and the state; law and legitimacy; law
and sovereignty.
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b. Aspects of law – types of law - eternal law, divine law, natural
law and human positive law; classification of law; common law
and equity; public and private law; civil and criminal law,
substantive and procedural law; written and unwritten law.
c. Methods of social control through law – penal method; private
arranging method; constitutive method; administrative
regulatory method; fiscal method; conferral or social benefits
method.
d. Legal reasoning and approach to problems. The language of
the law; principles, standard and issues of law; formality and
precision in the use of language, distinctiveness of legal
language; legal rhetoric and legal logic; legal reasoning and
practical reasoning; legalism.
2. Legal reasoning in judicial processes – sifting of facts and law
in the courts; ratio decidendi; precedent.
3. Legal reasoning in Legislation. Legislative proposals; legislative
drafting; ambiguity; vagueness, open texture, semantics in law;
legislative process; construction of statutes; type of legislation;
codification of laws.
PUL.121: Legal Methods II
1. Sources of law: primary sources, statutory materials and
judicial materials; secondary sources, books and pamphlets,
letters, speeches, interviews, periodicals and newspapers,
foreign materials.
2. Use of source materials – the Law Library and legal research,
indexing and identification of library materials, cases and
citation of cases and reports, identification of issues, principles,
rules, authoritative elements in books and judicial opinions and
note taking; use of authorities in legal argument and legal
writing.
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3. Legal writing methods and approaches in essay writing; styles
of writing, analysis of social and legal issues and application of
legal rules; division of topics into chapters, sections and
subsections.
PUL.212: Constitutional Law I
1. Definition and sources of constitutional law – classification of
constitutions: written and unwritten, rigid and flexible, federal
and unitary, presidential and parliamentary, constitutionalism.
2. The concepts of separation of powers, rule of law, supremacy
of the Constitution/Parliament; consequences of the change
of government by unconstitutional means (e.g. a coup d’detat)
3. Constitutional history of Nigeria (a) from the advent of colonial
government up to 1965; (b) 1966 to date.
PUL.222: Constitutional Law II
(a) Supremacy of the constitution; citizenship; fundamental rights;
fundamental objectives and directive principles of state policy;
creation of states; and constitutional amendments.
(b) Legislative power: its meaning, scope and relations with
executive and judicial powers; delegation of legislative power division of legislative power between the central government
and the state; interpretation of legislative entries/the doctrines
of pith and substance, implied powers, repugnancy, and
covering the field; impeachment power.
(c) Judicial power: its meaning and scope; Judicial review of
legislation; independence of the Judiciary; Jurisdiction and
powers of the Supreme Court, Court of Appeal, Federal and
State High Courts and Sharia and Customary Courts of Appeal;
Judicial control of administrative powers; constitutional
remedies.
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1.
2.
3
4.

Military rule.
Political Parties and the Electoral Process.
Local Government.
Human Rights.

PPL.211: Law of Contract I
1 Nature of Contract: Sources of Law, concept of bargain;
classification.
2 Formation of Contract: Offer and acceptance, consideration,
intention to create legal relations.
3. Contents of a contract: Terms, representations, excluding and
limiting terms, and fundamental breach of terms.
4. Capacity: infants, illiterate persons, corporations, mentally
infirm and drunken persons.
PPL.221: Law of Contract II
1. Vitiating Elements of a Contract: Mistake misrepresentation:
duress, illegality and unenforceable contracts.
2. Privity of Contract; Rules and exceptions.
3. Discharge of Contract: By performance, agreement, breach
and frustration.
4. Remedies/Damages; Equitable remedies in outline only,
Quantum meruit claims and quasi contact.
5. Contract under Customary and Islamic laws: constituents,
capacity, terms, breach, remedies.
PPL.213: Customary Law I
The sources, main principles and development of Africa legal
systems: statutory and customary.
1. Sources of Customary Law: Types of traditional political
structure, the customary law of traditional societies, their
sources and character, custom, law and morality, legislation in
traditional societies.
2. The Judicial Process: Indigenous systems of adjudication,
conciliation and arbitration, customary procedures and modes
of proof; precedent; punishment and remedies.
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3. The Law of Wrongs: Distinction between criminal and civil
wrongs. Categories of crime and civil wrong. Obligations
arising from contract and status.
PPL. 223: Customary Law II
The basic principles of law of persons. Legal personality, status,
and capacity. The status and capacity of females and minors.
Family and other grouping based on marriage or descent; their
structure and legal significance and functions. Domestic authority,
guardianship, and legitimacy. Judicial review of customary law in
Nigeria; conflicts of customary law and English law.
PUL.211: Nigerian Legal System I
The main aim of this course is to introduce the student to the study
of the sources of Nigerian law generally, to acquaint him with the
machinery for the administration of justice in Nigeria and to further
the student's ability to understand the problems and concepts of
substantive law by elucidating the judicial process.
Emphasis should be placed on the interaction between various
arms of our legal system and the social context which the legal
system is supposed to serve.
(a)
The idea of a legal system
(b)
Nature and function of law
(c)
Classification of law
Sources of Nigerian Law
(a) Legislation; judicial precedents; case law; customary law;
Islamic law; English common law and doctrine of Equity
(b) Reception and application of English law in Nigeria
PUL.221: Nigerian Legal System II
(i) Internal Conflicts
(a) Different Customary Laws/Islamic Laws
(b) English Law and Customary Law
(c) English Law and Islamic Law
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(ii)
(a)
(b)
(iii)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Judicial Institutions
The role of the Judiciary
The History and Development of the Courts
Types and Jurisdiction of Courts
Customary and Area Courts
Magistrate and District Courts
Court of Record
Special Courts: Sharia Court of Appeal, Customary Court of
Appeal, Tribunals (excluding commissions of inquiry)
Judicial Personnel - Appointment and Tenure
Outline of Civil and Criminal procedure in Nigeria
Legal Aid and Advice: Development and future of law in Nigeria;
The Organisation of legal Education and legal profession in
Nigeria.
PUL.215: Administrative Law I
Nature, Scope and Sources of Administrative agencieand
procedure, Relationship between Administrative Law, the Rule of
Law and Separation of powers and Delegation of powers.
Delegated Legislation - its nature, forms, making and control
thereof.
PUL.225: Administrative Law II
Administrative adjudication, powers of administration administrative invasion of tribunals of the peoples' legal right and
delegations - tribunals and inquiries.
Judicial Control of administrative and Judicial power of
administration:(a) Ground of Judicial review e.g. Ultra vires, natural justice and
error of law.
(b) Remedies - e.g. certiorari, prohibition, mandamus,
declaration, injunction, habeas corpus, damages and appeal,
ombudsman.
(c) Action by and against the State, Corporations including local
government councils.
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BUL.311: Commercial Law I
1.
Sale of Goods
Nature and formation of the contract; conditions warranties and
representations; ownership and passing of property; duties of the
seller; duties of the buyer; effect of contract; remedies; special
commercial contracts in outline; the use of various payment
devices e.g. cheques, credit cards, luncheon and fuel vouchers.
BUL. 321 Commercial Law II
2.
Hire Purchase
Nature and meaning of hire purchase; hire purchase in common
law and under the Hire Purchase Act 1965. Ownership and
passing of property; remedies of owner and hirer minimum
payment clauses and damages; standard form hire-purchase
agreements. Bills of sales; conditional sale and credit sale
agreements.
3.
Agency
Definition and formalities and capacity; authority of the agent;
ratification: types of agents; rights and duties of principal and
agent; termination of agency; relationship of principal and agents
to third parties.
JIL.315: Oil and Gas Law I
(a) The origin and occurrence of oil and natural gas.
(b) Theories of ownership of oil and gas.
(c) United Nations and natural resources.
(d) Interests in oil and gas, oil concessionaires on natural gas.
(e) Expropriation of rights in oil and gas.
(f)
Oil and gas pipelines, nature; legal status, conditions for
grants, rights and obligations of the licences.
JIL.325: Oil and Gas Law II
(a) Refining of petroleum oil and petrochemicals.
(b) Pollution; host community relations.
(c) Transportation and distribution of petroleum products.
(d) Oil and gas revenue legislation; petroleum profits taxation.
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(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) and State
participation in the oil industry.
Manpower development and technology transfer.
Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).
Development of gas reserves.

PPL.311: Law of Torts I
Historical background and general principles of tortious liability
(Defences will be considered in relation to each tort); Trespass to
person - assault, battery, false imprisonment and intentional harm
to the person; Trespass to land; Trespass to chattel, conversion
and detinue; Negligence - duty of care, standard of care, proof of
negligence, nervous shock, contributory negligence and damages,
including remoteness of damage; occupiers' liability.
PPL. 321: Law of Torts II
Nuisance; Rylands v. Fletcher; liability for animals; Malicious
prosecution; Vicarious liability; Defamation; Death as course of
action; Fatal accidents; Deceit; Economic Torts-passing off, civil
conspiracy, intimidation, interference with contract; parties; joint
torts; Remedies.
PUL.311: Criminal Law I
General Introduction and purpose of Criminal Law; The content of
Crime; History and sources of Nigerian Criminal Law; the elements
of an offence; classification of offences; General Principles of
Criminal Responsibility; Parties to an offence; Offences against the
Person.
PUL.321: Criminal Law II
Property offences, offences against the State and against Public
Order; Offences of Corruption, The Police and the administration
of criminal justice; Theories and types of punishment; General
principles of sentencing; Islamic/Criminal Law.
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PUL.315: Environmental Law I
This course examines the concept of the environment and
attempts analysis of the legal, political, social and economic
dimensions of environmental control legislation. The relationship
of property rights to the question of the environment and the
problem of urban and rural environment. The course also
examines the sewage and waste disposal population and zoning
laws, the development and the problem of citizens initiated
environmental litigation and the application of the law of torts to the
environment. It carries case studies in environmental law in some
selected areas viz: Oil pollution, quality management, automobile
and noise pollution, industrial wastes and effluent, floods, erosion
and agricultural run-offs.
PUL.325: Environmental Law II
Public health and environmental laws including the various
factories legislation and the laws proscribing environmental
pollution, including dumping of toxic and radio-active substances,
within the context of the rights of citizens to a clean environment
and good health and ultimately, the right to life. Extent of the
responsibilities of the various bodies set up by the Federal and
State Governments for the regulation of environmental protection
vis-à-vis the right of the individual. Criminal liability and offenses
created under the various laws relating to environmental
protection, the problems of proof, locus standi and the crucial role
of the courts in enforcing these laws. Finally, it will examine the
impact of international arrangements on our domestic laws, as well
as the evaluation of our domestic laws within such international
framework.
BUL.414: Law of Banking and Negotiable Instruments
Nature, history and evolution of banking in Nigeria. Law regulating
the establishment and operation of banking in Nigeria. Nature and
legal effect of negotiable instruments, including cheques,
promissory notes, bills of exchange, etc. negotiability and
assignability; endorsement and delivery; presentment and notice
of dishonour Banking - customer relationship, including the nature
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and legal effects of bank accounts, overdrafts, bank notes,
cheques and their crossing, etc. Mortgages and foreclosures etc;
forgeries and conversions; securities and advances. Regulation of
Banks and Financial Institutions:
Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN)
Nigerian Deposit Insurance Corporation (NDIC)
BUL.425: Law of Insurance
Nature of Insurance, purposes or functions of insurance. Types of
insurance, including marine insurance, life and personal accident
insurance, motor vehicle insurance, etc. Insurable interests and
principles of indemnity; parties to insurance, contract; assignment
of insurance policies; underwriting and reinsurance claims and
settlement of claims. State control of insurance business-NAICOM.
JIL.411: International Law I
General Introduction:
History and Sources: International and Municipal Law Subjects of
the Law of Nations
States - Nature and classification: recognition of States,
governments and belligerents de jure and de facto; State
Succession; Territory; acquisition and loss.
Individuals:
Nationality and domicile, Human rights and fundamental freedoms.
Diplomatic Representation: Status and
functions
of
diplomatic envoys and consuls; privileges and immunities;
Diplomatic missions of international organization. State
responsibility and conditions of basic international claims.
JIL.421: International Law II
State Jurisdiction
Territorial waters and airspace, international servitudes and
waterways. International Agreement: Nature, entry into force,
ratification,
reservations,
interpretation
and
discharge.
International Organisations
(a) The United Nations and its charter - specialized agencies;
Disputes; Pacific and non-pacific methods of settlement.
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(b) The Organization of African Unity/African Union
(c) ECOWAS
War and Neutrality:
(a) Position of belligerent forces and civilians in war.
(b) The Hague and Geneva Conventions
(c) Economic Warfare - on land, sea and in the air.
(d) Effects of outbreak of war- persons, actions, contracts,
treaties.
(e) The legal capacity to use force - States, recognized
belligerents and U.N.
(f)
The legal claims to make war and U.N. Charter obligations.
Position of neutrals
(g) Punishment of war crimes - Nuremberg Trials.
JIL412: Human Rights Law
Introduction to Human Rights; Evolution of the Theory and Content
of Human Rights, Defining Human Rights; What are Rights and
Human Rights?; Internationalization of Human Rights; National,
Regional and International Human Rights Law and Institutions
United Nations, Human Rights Council, High Commission on
Human Rights, African Charter on Human and Peoples Rights etc;
International Bill of Human Rights, Universal Declaration on
Human Rights (UDHR), International Covenant on Economics,
Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) Scope of Human Rights –
Generation of Rights – 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
JIL 422: An Overview of the Basic Human Rights Covenants
Universality and Cultural Relativism of Human Rights: Are Human
Rights Universal? Should exceptions be made for Cultural
Differences? The UN Human Right System: Factors Influencing
the Effectiveness of UN Human Rights Institutions; International
Enforcement Mechanism: Charter Based Mechanisms, Treaty
Based Enforcement Mechanisms; Regional Human Rights
Organizations, National Human Rights Institutions, Human Rights
NGOs/CSOs; National Human Rights Law – Constitution of the
FRN 1999, Chapter IV Fundamental Human Rights, Chapter 2;
Fundamental Objectives and Directive Principle of State Policy;
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Nigerian Judiciary and Human Rights Protection; Human Rights
and Development; Human Rights and Democracy.
PPL.411: Land Law I
Introduction
(a) Historical Evolution of Land Law
(b) Sources of Nigerian Land Law
(c) Terminology - Ownership, Possession, Titles rights, Liability,
Land, etc.
Customary/Islamic Land Law
(a) Modes of acquiring title to land, settlement; expansion; loan
or borrowing; pledge or pawn; gift; conquest, allotment, kola
tenancy.
(b) Concept and ownership of Land
i.
Nature of title to Land
ii.
Control and management of community land - individual
rights and extent of community land today.
iii.
Creation of family land - nature and extent of member’s right
in family land; control of family land, alienation of family land,
recovery of family land, improvement by a member of family
land, termination of family land,
iv. An outline of succession to rights in land.
PPL421: Land Law II
Non-Customary Land Law
(a) The Land Use Act- State Control of Land; grant of right of
occupancy; what certificate of occupancy connotes;
alienation of certificate of occupancy; revocation of certificate
of occupancy; compensation for revocation.
(b) Relationship between Land Use Act and other State Land
Law.
(c) An outline of control of natural resources - minerals, water
and forests; Agrarian Reforms.
(d) Rights and Interest in Land-freehold, joint tenancy, tenancy
in common, prescription, laches, acquiescence, leasehold,
easements, profit a prendre, covenants mortgages.
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(e)

Registration - registration of instruments, registration of title.

PPL.412: Equity
Nature, doctrine and history of equity, its development in England
and its introduction to Nigeria; the relation between Equity and
Common Law; conflict between Equity and customary law; maxims
of equity; nature of equitable rights and interests; priorities;
assignment of chooses in action; conversation; election;
satisfaction.
(a) Equitable Remedies - Injunctions: specific performances;
rescissions; rectification; delivery up and cancellation of
documents; account; receivership; restitution.
(b) Equitable Defences - Estoppel, laches and acquiescence.
PPL.422: Law of Trusts
(a) Nature and classification of trusts; the requirements of trust;
constitution of trusts; express private trust1;; charitable trusts;
constructive trusts; protective and discretionary trusts (an
outline only) trusts in favour of creditors.
(b) Appointment of trustees - duties and discretion of trusts;
power of trustees, breach of trust; retirement and removal of
trustees.
(c) An outline of administration of estate
PUL.411: Law of Evidence and Procedure I
General introduction. Sources of Nigerian law of evidence. Direct
and circumstantial evidence. Facts in issue and relevant facts.
Similar facts evidence; res gestae. Presumptions. Confessional
statements. Estoppel.
PUL.421: Law of Evidence II
Character evidence. Opinion evidence. Hearsay evidence.
Competence
and
compellability.
Privilege
generally.
Corroboration. Burden of proof. Documentary evidence.
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BUL.511: Law of Business Associations I
(a) Forms of business organization; Sole proprietorship;
partnership; incorporated companies; creation and incidents.
(b) Formation of companies; Certificate of Incorporation; preincorporation contracts; promoter's liability.
(c) Memorandum of Association; Doctrine of Ultra-Vires;
Alteration of Memorandum and the Objects clause.
(d) Articles of Association; Contractual effect of Memorandum
and Articles; Alteration of Articles.
(e) Doctrine of Constructive Notice and Indoor Management.
(f)
Prospectus; Statement in Lieu of Prospectus; Remedies for
Misrepresentation.
(g) Regulation of Company Matters:
Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC)
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
BUL.521: Law of Business Associations II
(a) Company Securities; Shares and Debentures; Becoming and
Ceasing to be a shareholder; Transfer of
shares;
Floating Charges.
(b) Directors and other officers; Appointment, Removal, Duties,
Rights and Powers.
(c) Meetings Resolutions
(d) Majority powers and Minority Rights; Prevention of
oppression and mismanagement.
(e) Reconstructions and Take-over, Mergers.
(f)
Winding up (in outline)
(g) Privatisation
(h) Partnership: relation of partners interse and to third parties,
dissolution of partnership
BUL.512: Labour Law I
(a) Nature, History, Sources, Scope.
(b) Contract of Employment: Definition, formation, contents;
parties: young persons, apprentices, women
(c) Implied Terms: Good faith, Accountability, confidentiality,
restraint of trade.
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(d)

(e)

Determination of Contract of Employment: Performance,
Agreement, Notice, Summary dismissal, Repudiation
Remedies for wrongful dismissal.
Safety at work: employer's duty of care, Vicarious liability,
Factory's Act Workmen's Compensation Act, Reform.

BUL.523: Labour Law II
(a) Collective Bargaining, History and Legal Framework of
collective agreement.
(b) Trade Unions - Formation rights - obligations criminal liability
- civil liability.
(c) Conflict Resolution – Trade dispute settlement machinery,
and the right to strike.
(d) Agencies - I.A.P. - N.I.C. - P.P.I.B. -Industrial training Fund.
(e) Industrial Democracy, and Labour Institutions.
BUL.516: Law of Intellectual Property I
This course copyright, aims at considering various aspects of the
law on nature, ownership rights, exploitation and assignment,
international protection of copyright, infringement and remedies.
BUL.527: Law of Intellectual Property II
History and nature of intellectual property, types of intellectual
property – trade marks, patents and industrial designs, computer
technology and protection of intellectual property; exploitation of
intellectual property, infringement and remedies.
BUL.535: Law of Taxation I
The nature, meaning and various forms of taxation, the general
principles and administration of tax and the rules governing
residence and ordinary residence tax payers, including individuals,
trustees, companies and other business organizations. The
definition, ascertainment and computation of income for tax
purposes, deductions and allowances, which may be set against
income.
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Tax Avoidance and Tax Evasion: Definition and delimitation of
scope, practical economic and social implications of tax evasion,
solutions to problems of tax evasions.
BUL.545: Law of Taxation II
Different types of tax and duties imposed by the governments;
taxing powers of governments; The role of Tax Agencies: FIRS;
Problems of double taxation, married women, and tax exemption
of-pensions and gratuities.
Tax treatment of groups of companies, reconstructions,
amalgamations and dividends.
JIL.511: Jurisprudence and Legal Theory I
Introduction
The purpose of the study of law and Jurisprudence; Nature,
Definition and scope of Jurisprudence; Meaning arid Functions of
Law. The relation of law to:
Justice; Morality; Religion; Law and Social Change; Ethics.
The relation of the above concepts to Islamic and Customary Law.
Sources of Law
Legislation, customs and Judicial precedents; Nature,
ascertainment, applicability and the role of these courses in
contemporary and early society.
Analysis of Fundamental Legal Concepts: Rights, Duties,
Liability, Ownership, possession,
personality, Liberty.
JIL.521: Jurisprudence and Legal Theory II
Theories of Law
Natural Law School; Historical School; Positivist theory;
Sociological Theory; Pure Theory of Law; Marxist theory of Law;
Indigenous Theories of Concepts of Law-Islamic School of Law;
Maliki School and Concepts of Customary Law; Law Reform;
Codification, restatement, adaptation and unification of customary
law.
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JIL.513: Conflict of Laws 1
(a) Nature and Scope of Conflict of Law - Internal and
International Conflicts.
(b) General principles of conflicts of Law: jurisdiction and
exemption from jurisdiction of the courts; exclusion of Foreign
Law/State Laws; Characterisation; Domicile and Nationality;
Renvoi.
JIL.523: Conflict of Laws II
Conflict situations (internal and external) and choice of Law
in:Law of Pensions:Status, Marriage and Matrimonial causes, infants, legitimacy and
legitimation and adoption, lunatics, succession; Law of
Obligations, Particular Contract; Law of Tort; Law of Propertymovable and immovable; Recognition and Enforcement of
Foreign/State judgements; The need for a uniform legal system.
JIL514: International Trade Law 1
The object of the course is to equip students with knowledge of the
legal ramification of the carriage of goods across international
boundaries. It examines origins of international trade law, the
different types of international business transactions involving
import and export of goods documentation and international
payments. The course also looks into the complex problem of the
so-called alternative method of dispute resolution and commercial
arbitration.
JIL.525: International Trade Law II
The emphasis here is on multi-lateral attempts at regulating
international trade. Accordingly the following topics will be
examined, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the United Nations
Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL); the EEC –
ACP conventions, ECOWAS, the PTA, SADCC, the Lagos Plan of
Action and the African Economic Community Treaty.
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Long Essay in the Final Year
Each final year student will have approved for him research topic
at the beginning of the final year. Such a candidate will be
expected to produce a well-researched essay of a minimum of
10,000 words under the supervision of a member of the academic
staff.
PPL.511: Family Law and Succession I
Nature of family including the extended family system, the nature
and sources of Nigerian family law and succession; nature, form
and incidence of marriage under customary/Islamic Law; contract
and celebration of marriage; formal and essential validity of
statutory marriage; void and voidable marriages; consortium.
PPL.521: Family Law and Succession II
Dissolution of marriage; Jactitation, Judicial Separation, Anxilliary
Reliefs: - Maintenance and financial relief, custody and settlement
of property guardianship Legitimacy and Legitimation adoption,
Legitimacy and Legitimation, basis to marriage and divorce,
succession; testate and intestate in customary, Islamic and
statutory laws; Foreign marriages.
PPL.512: Law of Conveyancing I
Meaning of conveyance; contract for the transfer of a legal estate
or interest in land – lease, mortgages, assignments; Transfer
under the general law; transfer under customary law capacity of
transferor and transferee; infants; aliens; corporations, etc.
PPL.525: Law of Conveyancing II
Parts of Deed: Commencement; Parties; dates; recital; habendum;
redendum, testimonium, etc. Wills; elements of legal drafting of
documents; registration of instrument; registration of title. The
relevance of the study is examined in the light of the Land Use Act.
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PPL.515: Islamic Law I
Introduction: Nature and sources of Islamic Law
The Historical Background:
(a) Pre-Islamic Arabia; law and society in pre-Islamic Arabia.
(b) The rise of Islam – Sharia.
(c) The Prophet Mohammed; the quaranic legislation, the
prophetic sunnah. The development of a judicial system;
Muad Jabel’s appointment and prophet’s directions; Umar’s
directions to the judges, the Development of judicial
Institution; Qadi Muhatasib. Nagiral Mazalim. The role of
juristic opinion (Ra’y) and custom (Urf in the development of
Islamic law. The emergence of the school of law; Malike
Handi, Shaffi, Hanabali, JA’far and Ashiri. The Development
of Islamic Legal literature.
Types (e.g. compendia,
abridgments, verses, respond etc.) The frequently consulted
authoritative texts of the various schools of law Modern
developments, impact of Western legal system; Islamisation
of laws in recent years.
PPL.526: Islamic Law II
Islamic Law in Nigeria. The Historical background; introduction of
Islam in West Africa. The Maliki school of law; Maliki B; Anas,
Maliki school. The spread of the Maliki school in Nigeria.
Authoritative books. Court system. The Application of Islamic law
during the British period. The extent and application of Islamic law
at present.
PUL.512: Criminology I
The meaning, nature and scope of criminology; the evolution of
criminological thought; phenomenology aetiology of crime and
victimology; legal principles relating to insanity; mental efficiency
and other forms of mental incapacity; criminological aspects of
victimless crime. The criminology of enforcement; criminological
forecasting and planning.
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PUL.523: Criminology II
Drug addiction, alcoholism juvenile delinquency, theories of
punishment, the law governing sentencing and court orders made
in respect of criminal cases; sentencing practices, treatment
techniques and strategies and criminological research methods.
Philosophies of punishment. Correction and treatment; analysis of
different forms of punishment or treatment; execution; the
correction of the convicted.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Examination and Grading
End of Semester Examination
Examination is taken as soon as possible at the end of each
semester in the course or courses completed within that semester,
but the Faculty may where it is necessary and convenient, decide
that such examination or examination shall be at some other time
within the academic session. Candidates earn the number of
credits assigned to the courses passed.
Exemption from Examination
Any student who is absent from any examination without the
Dean’s permission shall be deemed to have failed the course
concerned. Any student who is certified by the University’s
Medical Officer to be medically unfit to take any examination or
examinations may be exempted by the Faculty Board of Studies
from taking the examination provided a medical certificate of his
condition is received by the Faculty Officer before the
commencement of examination.
Moderation and Examiners
All questions papers for 300, 400 and 500 levels are moderated
externally. External examiners vet examination questions and
answer scripts for 300, 400 and 500 levels and when the Faculty
considers it necessary in other levels, and shall participate in the
determination of overall result and in the classification of degrees.
The head of each department is the chief examiner for courses in
his department.
There is a Faculty Examinations Committee consisting one
member from each department nominated by the Head of
Department as well as the Faculty Examination Officer; the Dean
serves as the chairman. Its function includes arranging for
examinations and preparation of results for the consideration of the
Faculty Board of Examiners.
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Provisional results in letter grades only are published by the
Faculty after consideration and approval by the Faculty Board of
Examiners. This is subject to the final results that are issued after
consideration and approval by the Senate.
Carry Over of Failed Courses
There is no resit examination in any course. All failed courses must
be registered during the session immediately following the one in
which they were failed; provided the number of additional courses
must not be such as to make the total number of registered credit
units exceed the stipulated maximum.
Any student who obtains less than 25% credit units in the
case of first year students or less than 10 credit units in the case
of other students shall be required to withdraw from the Faculty
and the University.
Subject to University regulations every student has a right
to request that his answer script in any course be re-marked by an
independent examiner to be appointed by the Dean or the Senate.
Frivolous applications are not entertained.
Every student shall receive a duly authenticated result slip
every semester indicating his performance in the semester
examination.
Regulations Governing the Conduct of University
Examinations
1
It shall be the first duty of the invigilator to exercise constant
and vigilant supervision over candidates.
The Chief
Invigilator shall use his discretion when handling cases of
misconduct and ill-health. They shall send a report on each
case to the Dean on the completion of the examination.
2
An Invigilator shall report to the examination hall about half
an hour before the examination is due to start and receive
from the Dean/Head of Department question papers in
sealed packets.
3
The Chief Invigilator and his assistants shall sign each
examination answer booklet before the commencement of
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4

5
6
7

8

9

10
11
12

13

14

each examination. This is to prevent illegal issuance of
booklets for illicit examination.
While the examination is in progress, no person other than
the invigilator, the attendant, Dean or his representative, the
Registrar’s representative, (Exams and Records) and the
Medical personnel shall be allowed to enter the hall, except
that the examiners of each paper may be present during the
first and the last 30 minutes of the examination.
The time allowed for an examination paper, as indicated in
the Time-table, must be strictly obeyed.
Each of the sealed packets of examination question papers
must be opened in the presence of the candidates.
Immediately after a paper has been distributed to all
candidates, the Chief Invigilator shall ask the candidates to
see that they have the papers for which they will be asked to
start.
Candidates shall be admitted up to the first half hour of the
examination only with the permission of the Chief Invigilator.
Cases of admittance after the starting time of the examination
shall be reported to the Chief Invigilator.
No candidate may leave the examination hall with the
intention of returning except to go to the toilet or to the firstaid room, provided that the candidate is accompanied by an
attendant.
No candidate may quit the examination hall until the first half
hour has elapsed.
No question paper shall be removed from the hall before the
first hour of the examination has elapsed.
After the first half hour, any candidate who wishes to give up
his papers and retire may do so at the discretion of the Chief
Invigilator.
Reasonable silence shall be maintained throughout the
examination by the Invigilator, other officials and the
candidates.
Invigilators shall tell candidates the time at appropriate
intervals during the period of an examination.
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15
16

17

18

19

20

21

Invigilators shall wear academic gown during the
examination.
At the close of each examination, candidates shall be asked
to hand over their scripts to the invigilators. The Invigilators
shall count and hand them over with four question papers to
the internal Examiner who should verify the count and sign
the receipt.
It is essential that candidates enter and leave the hall through
one entrance only in order to enable the Invigilators to satisfy
themselves that nothing is brought in or taken out which is
not authorized by the regulation.
The Invigilators shall be responsible for the marking o
attendance registers and they shall report to the Dean’s
Office any absence of candidates from each examination.
No candidate shall be allowed to depart from the examination
hall without handing in his scripts. The Chief Invigilator shall
assign invigilators the responsibility for collecting the scripts
from the candidates who shall remain seated. In either case,
invigilators shall, as far as possible, se that candidates leave
the examination hall within 15 minutes of the end of the
examination.
The submission of examination scripts and marks to the
Head of Department/Chief Examiner shall be done within one
week of the termination of the Semester Examinations.
Any candidate found cheating shall immediately be given
three copies of examination malpractice forms for
completion. The original copy with relevant exhibits shall be
handed over to the Dean for further action while the duplicate
and triplicate copies shall be retained by the candidate and
Examinations and Records Office respectively. The Chief
Invigilator shall submit the report immediately to the Faculty
Examinations Officer or the Dean. The Dean shall within one
month cause the circumstances to be investigated and report
to the Board of Examiners. The candidate may continue with
the examination, provided that he causes no disturbance but
the Board of Examiners shall subsequently recommend to
the Faculty Board and Senate what action shall be taken in
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the case. It is imperative that all students involved in irregular
assistance or cheating during examination must be made to
write statements on the sheet before being allowed to
continue with the examination.
Instructions to Students
22 Candidates must attend punctually at the time assigned for
their papers and they must be in the examination hall at least
ten minutes before the time that the examination is due to
start.
Candidates shall not be allowed to enter the
examination hall until invited by the Invigilator. Candidates
arriving more than half an hour after the examination has
started shall be admitted only at the discretion of the Chief
Invigilator.
23 During the examination, a candidate may leave the room
temporarily, with the permission of the invigilator only if
accompanied by an attendant. Candidates must not leave
the examination hall except with the special permission of the
Chief Invigilator.
24 Candidates shall bring with them to the examination hall their
own ink, pen, pencil and any material, which are permitted by
these regulations. Absolutely no book, paper, printed or
written document or unauthorized aid may be taken into an
examination room by any candidate.
25 Whilst the examination is in progress, any form of
communication between candidates is strictly forbidden. Any
candidate found guilty of giving or receiving irregular
assistance shall have his paper cancelled. Any candidate
found cheating will be subject to the University disciplinary
action.
26 Silence shall be observed in the examination hall. The only
permissible way of attracting the attention of an invigilator is
by a candidate raising his hand.
27 Candidates are not allowed to smoke in the examination hall.
28 Candidates are informed that a first aid is provided in the
examination hall and that medical attention can be obtained,
if necessary.
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29

30

31
32

33

The use of scrap paper is not permitted; all rough work must
be done in the answer booklet even if they contain only rough
work they shall be tied to the main booklet.
Candidates are advised in their own interest to write legibly
and to avoid using faint ink. Answer must be written in
English, except as otherwise instructed.
On completing each examination, students should draw a
line through any blank space at the end of each answer.
Before handing in their scripts at the end of the examination,
candidates must satisfy themselves that they have inserted
the title of the examination, their matriculation number and
the numbers of the questions they answered in the
appropriate places.
It is the responsibility of each candidate to remain seated and
hand in his script to the invigilator before he leaves the
examination hall. Except for the question papers and any
materials that they brought into the hall with them, candidates
are not allowed to remove or mutilate any paper or material
supplied by the University.

Duties of Attendants
34 In advance of an examination, Attendants shall be
responsible for distribution of examination answer booklets,
strings, blotting paper and any other material specified.
35

During the examination, Attendants shall
(a) be present to supply supplementary answer booklets,
graph sheet, etc to candidates;
(b) accompany candidates to toilets or to the first aid room;
(c) go for a member of the University Health Service where
instructed by the invigilators, and
(d) carry out any other duty assigned by the Registrar or
Chief Invigilator.
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GRADING SYSTEM AND CLASSIFICATION OF DEGREES
Grading System
Marks %
70 – 100
60 – 69
50 – 59
45 – 49
40 - 44
0 - 44

Letter Grade
A
B
C
D
E
F

Grade Point
5
4
3
2
1
0

Cumulative Grade Points Average (CGPA)
Cumulative Grade Point Average
4.50-5
3.50-4.49
2.40-3.49
1.50-2.39
*1.00-1.49
Less than 1.00

Class of Degree
First Class
Second Class (Upper Division)
Second Class (Lower Division)
Third Class
Pass
Fail

A CGPA of less than 1.00 shall not be awarded a degree.
Computation of CGPA
4 Year Programme
100 level
10%
200 level
20%
300 level
30%
400 level
40%
5 Year Programme
100 level
10%
200 level
15%
300 level
20%
400 level
25%
500 level
30%
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* Pass Degree ceases to be with effect from the 2013/2014 admission
intake

To obtain your cumulative grade point average, multiply credit for
each course by grade obtained for the course, add up all the points
for both semesters and divide by total number of credits for the
session. Example: a student who scores C in ENL112 gets 9
points, B in GST121 is 8 points, E in PPL412 is 4 points, and A in
BUL311 is 20 points.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Graduate Programmes
Prof. Violet.O. Aigbokhavbo
Co-ordinator Graduate Programme

Dr. Mobolaji P. Ezekiel
Assistant Co-ordinator Graduate Programme

5.1
Objective of the Programme
A postgraduate course of study and/or research training is
commonly regarded as a logical follow-up to a first Degree and is
a usual prelude to a career in academic teaching and research.
Recent developments in our country demand however, a
postgraduate training that is not merely geared toward academic
research but also designed to afford specialization in specific area
of industry and national development.
Employers are concerned that postgraduate training should
be relevant to industry, to commerce and to society in general.
These considerations have been taken into account in drawing up
the programme of study.
The emphasis is on more sophisticated and comparative
approach to course work, and the need for the student to develop
a research paper or dissertation as an integral component of the
requirement for the award of a postgraduate degree.
The courses available provide a wide scope for
specialization in many arms. Nigerian law will in all cases, be taken
as the basis of instruction. But owing to a keen awareness that
this country’s law is itself largely a part of the common heritage of
the world’s legal tradition, emphasis will be placed on the
comparative and international aspects of each course.
5.2
Scope of Regulations
These Regulations are additional to the General Regulations
Governing Postgraduate Degrees in the University of Benin and
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the regulations must unless varied herein, be complied with in their
entirety.
5.3
Degrees Available
There are Four categories of postgraduate degrees:
(1) LL.M
(2) M.I.L.S
(3) M.Phil
(4) Ph.D
5.3.A MASTER OF LAWS (LL.M)

(1)

Eligibility
A candidate for the LL.M degree must be a holder of an
LL.B or its equivalent from a university approved by
University of Benin Senate. A candidate must have the
LL.B degree at a level normally not below a Second Class
(Lower Division).

(2)

Notwithstanding the foregoing regulation, an applicant may
be required as a condition of admission to undergo such
tests and/or interview as may be prescribed by the Faculty
or to take such other pre-requisite or concurrent studies
and examination as the Faculty may prescribe. Any
concurrent studies requested by the Faculty shall be
pursued subject to the Faculty’s overall control.

(3)

A candidate may submit in support of his candidature any
contribution to the advancement of knowledge which he
may have published independently or conjointly. If conjoint
work is submitted, it must be accompanied by a statement
of his share of the work which should normally be
countersigned by his contributor(s).

5.4

Duration
The LL.M programme is run for a minimum of 24 months.
It is a part time programme.
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5.6.

Course Work
The LL.M programme will consist essentially of lecture in
four subjects per candidate, spanning through two
semesters. Candidates will write examinations in these
subjects at the end of each semester. Candidates may
choose any four subjects from a list of available subjects.
Each candidate will also be examined in a fifth subject
which will be composed of a supervised research paper on
a selected topic.
The research paper which shall not be less than
20,000 and more than 25,000 words will be marked along
with the other examination scripts and will be given a grade
ranging from A to C (i.e. 50%). Project students shall
submit to their Supervisors the hard bound copies of the
project together with a soft copy contained in a rewritable
CD

5.7

Contact Hours
(i) The contact hours for each subject shall be two hours
and one tutorial per week. In order to graduate, a
candidate must score at least C grade in all the
subjects.
(ii) Each subject carries 3 credits per semester and the
research paper is weighted 6 credits; these aggregate
to 30 credits.
(iii) In order to fulfil the requirements for the award of the
LL.M degree a candidate must therefore accumulate a
total of 30 credits.
5.8 Courses Available for the Degree of LL.M
A. Department of Business Law
1. BUL701/711: Company Law, Management and Finance.
2. BUL702/712: Law of Carriage of Goods by Land, Air and
Sea (Transportation Law)
3. BUL703/713: Law of Personal Taxation.
4. BUL704/714: Law of Business Taxation.
5. BUL705/715: Law of Non-Marine Insurance.
6. BUL706/716: Law of Marine Insurance.
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7. BUL707/717: Law of Commercial Transactions and
Consumer Protection.
8. BUL708/718: Law of Industrial & Intellectual Property.
9. BUL709/719: Shipping Law.
10. BUL710/720: Individual Labour Law & Collective Labour
Law
B. Department of Jurisprudence and International Law
1. JIL701/711: Jurisprudence and Legal Theory
2. JIL702/712: Law of International Institutions.
3. JIL703/713: International Economic Law.
4. JIL704/714: International Law of the Sea.
5. JIL705/715: Air and Space Law.
6. JIL706/716: Comparative Conflict of Laws
7. JIL707/717: International Protection of Human Rights &
Humanitarian Law.
8. JIL708/718: Law of Armed Conflict.
9. JIL709/719: Advanced Oil & Gas Law
C.
1.
2.
3.

Department of Private and Property Law
PPL701/711: Land Law and Land Development
PPL702/712: The Law of Restitution.
PPL703/713: Law of Succession.

D. Department of Public Law
1. PUL701/711: Legal System in Africa and Problems of
African Law.
2. PUL702/712: Comparative Constitutional Law.
3. PUL703/713: Comparative Administrative Law.
4. PUL704/714: Comparative Criminal Law.
5. PUL705/715: Environmental Law.
6. PUL706/716: Criminology and Penology.
7. PUL707/717: Principles of Civil Litigation.
8. PUL708/718: Reproductive Health and Rights Law
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Examinations:
Examination for the LL.M Degree shall be by:(i)
Written Examination at the end of each semester in all
courses selected by and approved for the candidate.
(j)
A dissertation which shall not be less than 20,000 words
and not more than 25,000 words.
(k) To fulfil the requirement for the award of the Degree, a
candidate will also be examined in a fifth subject in the form
of a research paper written on a selected topic which will
be submitted along with the examination scripts for
grading.
(i)
A full-time candidate who obtain 18 credits and
above will be allowed to repeat the failed subjects
the following session.
(ii)
A candidate who accumulates less than 18 credits
will be required to withdraw from the programme.
However a part-time LL.M student for a two-year
programme, must obtain 6 credits to move to year two, and
at least 3 credits to be allowed to repeat year one. A
candidate who obtains less than 12 credits in year two,
would be required to withdraw from the programme.
Staff Candidates
Full time members of the academic staff of the Faculty of Law
including Graduate Assistants may apply for registration as
candidates for the LL.M or Ph.D degree. The Senate may approve
for each candidate a period of study not less than would be
prescribed for full time study.
Teaching Staff
Only the following categories of academic staff may teach or
supervise postgraduate courses or dissertation provided that such
member of staff is not pursuing a course and/or under supervision.
(a) An academic member of staff of the status of Senior Lecturer
or above;
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(b)
(c)

Any lecturer of the status of Lecturer Grade 1 who holds the
Ph.D degree;
In special circumstances, other categories of academic staff
approved by the Postgraduate Committee on the
recommendation of the appropriate department and the
Dean.

SYLLABUS
First Semester
BUL701: Company Law, Management and Finance
Registration.
Flotation: public issues of securities; stock
exchange regulations; shares; debentures; prospectus. Promoter.
The memorandum.
The Memorandum and Capacity of Companies: ‘Objects’ and
‘power.’ Ultra vires: application; subjective clauses; problems of
ultra vires and restriction of ultra vires principles. Consequences
of ultra vires.
The Articles: the need for articles. Construction of articles.
Alteration of articles. Effect of registration – Memorandum and
Articles.
Protection of Minorities vis-à-vis Changes in company Structure.
Takeovers: Share takeovers.
Merger, reconstruction and
arrangements; objectives and policies; underlying company
legislation. The Companies and Allied Matters Act 1990.
BUL702: Law of Carriage by Land and Sea (Transportation
Law)
Common and private carriers; FOB contracts; FOT contracts; CIF
contracts; FAS contracts; charter parties; bill of lading; air
consignment notes; consignor’s rights and obligations.
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BUL 702: Law of Personal Taxation
The general structure and administration of income tax and capital
gains tax in Nigeria and the residence rules relating to individuals
and trustees for tax purposes. Jurisdiction of federal and state
governments over taxation of income in Nigeria. The definition,
ascertainment and computation of income for tax purposes in
relation to income from profession and vocation; employment
income and the deduction and allowances (excluding capital
allowances and loss relief) which may be set against income. The
rules for applying income tax to individuals, income from trusts and
states and residence. Uniform taxation in Nigeria and the agencies
for administration of uniformity - Joint Tax Board. The definition,
ascertainment and computation of chargeable gains and losses for
capital gains tax and the rules for applying capital tax to individuals.
BUL704: Law of Business Taxation
Nature of Business Taxation
Company Taxation: Nature and sources of company tax law,
administration of company tax; construction of tax statutes. The
Companies Income Tax Act 1961 and subsequent amendments.
Federation
and
the
Taxation
of
companies.
Residence of corporate bodies. Domicile of corporations.
The Charge to Income Tax: Definition of income; foreign income;
profits chargeable; meaning of trade; meaning of business
charges; rent, premium, dividends, interest; discounts; charges
and annuities; other annual profits; artificial transactions; income
from investment of pensions. Basis of taxation, e.g. the territorial
sources of profits. The individual shareholder. The recipients
company.
Computation of Profits: Receipts; capital or revenue receipts; nonmadding disposition of trading stock; sums payable; stock in trade
and work in progress; trading expenses allowed; wholly and
exclusively incurred; deductions not allowed; bad debts; capital
expenses; the ascertainment of assessable profit; the basis period;
accounting year and accounting date; new trades and business;
cessation of trade and business.
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BUL705: Law of Non-Marine Insurance
Commercial Background of Insurance
Definition of Insurance
Particular types of insurance: Fire, motor, life, burglary, public
liability, personal accident, guarantee fidelity; employer’s liability;
insurance institutions; mutual societies.
The insurance contact: classification of contracts of insurance;
description of the subject matter; parties to the contract. Insurance
Companies Act 1961; Insurance Act 1997.
The Policy: Classification of policies, form and content of policies,
effect of other documents, parol evidence; commencement and
duration; the premium; cancellation; alteration; rectification;
renewal; lapse and revival; perils; alteration of risk, assignment;
rules of construction.
BUL706: Law of Marine Insurance: Historical development of
marine insurance. The contract of marine insurance. Forms,
content and construction of marine insurance. Insurable interest.
Parties to the contract. Indemnity. Abandonment and subrogation.
Right, duties and abilities of agents and brokers in marine
insurance.
Floating policies, subject of marine insurance.
Deviation and change of voyage.
BUL 707:
The Law of Commercial Transactions and
Consumer Protection
Part 1 Introduction: A perspective of commercial and consumer
transactions and the applicable laws.
Part II Sales Transactions:
I.
Elements of contract of sales distinguished from other
transactions. Definition of goods
II
Formation of the contact of sale; formal requirements; what
is agreed upon in the contract. Types of contractual
provisions.
III
The seller’s obligations; delivery and payment; implied title
obligations; the obligation to supply goods of contract;
description and of right quality.
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IV

The obligation of supplier and manufacturers to ultimate
buyers and consumers.
Express warranties; implied
warranties; negligence; and strict liability.
V
The buyer’s remedies for the seller’s defective performance.
The right to damages and performance: myth and reality. The
consumer’s right to adequate remedies for defective
products.
VI
Contractual limitations for the seller’s obligations and the
buyer’s remedies. Judicial relief. Legislative relief.
VII The buyer’s obligations and the seller’s rights and remedies.
VIII Passing of property in a sale of goods.
XI
Involuntary passage of property (title) to bona fide purchaser.
X
Export sales; ex-works or ex-stores contracts; FOB ex-ship
contracts; export and import licences; bankers’ commercial
credits. Uniform Law on International Sales; application of
ULIS. Scope of the Act and its main International Trade Law
(UN Commission on International Trade).
BUL 708: Law of Industrial and Intellectual Property
The law of industrial and intellectual property embraces patents,
trade marks, copyright and designs. It deals mainly with the
protection of invention, trade marks, and activities, published and
unpublished materials in literary, dramatic, and musical works.
Introduction: General survey of forms of industrial and intellectual
property; need for protection; nature of protection comparative
advantages of each form of protection.
Copyright: International conventions. Main works protected:
unpublished works, dramatic and musical works, artistic works,
sound and TV broadcast.
Ownership of Copyright: authorship, joint authorship,
commissioned works; employee works, assignment, licences;
infringement of copyright; remedies for infringement. Copyright
and the press.
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BUL 709: Shipping Law
Maritime law and English law: origins of maritime law, admiralty
jurisdiction; the public control of shipping and navigation
registration and safety of ship; dealings in ships, such as sale,
mortgage, line, the master and the crew; carriage of goods by sea;
contracts and document, charterparties and bills of lading; voyage
charterparties; the time taken in loading and discharging; time
charterparties, bill of lading. Exclusion and limitation of liability;
general average; carriage of passengers.
BUL710: Individual Labour Law
The course comprises an up-to-date examination of national and
international aspects of employment law. Due regard is given to
the wider social-economic, political, legal and constitutional issues.
The course outline covers individual labour law topics, examining
current trends and the controversial issues in an intensive and
original way. The topics include:
Sources of Labour Law: Labour Law in Perspective, the Black
Death and its impact on the World of Work; Legislation, Common
Law, Judicial Precedents, the Doctrine of ratio decidendi,
Collective Bargaining, the Constitution, and International Labour
Organization.
Contract of Employment Generally: Contract of Service and
Contract for Services, and the basis for the distinction; Formation
of employment contract, and illegal employment contracts.
Labour Statutes and Employment Rights: Labour Act,
Workmen’s Compensation Act, Wages Board and Industrial
Councils Act, National Social Insurance Trust Fund Act, the
Pension Act, and all employment rights associated with statutory
creation.
The New ‘Employee’ from a National and International
Perspective e.g. the dependent contractor and the impact of
mutually of obligations.
Discipline and Misconduct in the Workplace: Concept of
workplace discipline and need for maintenance of workplace
discipline; different types of misconduct and punishment
appropriate to misconduct; punishment appropriate to misconduct
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– major and minor punishment, termination of employment,
dismissal, and automatically unfair dismissals, discharge of
probationers, and compulsory retirement.
Incapacity and Disability: Incapacity/disability associated with
employment injuries, fatal cases, temporary total incapacity,
temporary partial incapacity, permanent total incapacity and
permanent partial incapacity; compensation for employment
injuries and the administrative aspects.
Fair Labour Practices and the Provision of Benefits: The effect
of the Constitution on payment and of employment benefits; denial
of minimum wages as forced labour, the right to living wage, equal
pay for equal work; the ILO Convention and fixation and revision
of wages, wages board and fixation of wages, wage fixation under
Minimum Wages Act; protection of wages.
Privacy Issues in Employment: The import of privacy in
employment and its importance to employers; the usage and
abusage employers’ technologies by employees and the anxieties
of employers; the doctrine of hostile ‘work environment’ and
negligent retention.
JIL 701: Jurisprudence and Legal Theory
The history of legal theory and modern schools of thought
concerning the nature and function of law in society, tort, contract;
quasi-contract and restitution; crime (in relation to morals); act,
omission and involuntary conduct, malice, abuse of right, public
policy.
JIL 702: Law of International Institutions
i.
General aspects of international institutions: development,
sources, functions and types.
ii.
Non-comprehensive international institutional institutions–
1. Judicial international institutions with special reference
to the Permanent Court of Arbitration and the
International Court of Justice. Attitude of African
countries to these courts. Organisation, functions,
procedure, award, judgment, advisory opinion and
execution.
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2. Administrative international institutions with special
reference to pre-1714 international unions and
international
rival
organizations.
Functions,
membership organization and power.
3. Quasi-legislative international institutions with special
reference to conference and the relevant aspect of
International
Labour
Organisation,
functions,
membership, organization, jurisdiction and powers.
Attitude of African countries to these institutions.
JIL 703: International Economic Law
1. Principles of international economic sovereignty. The coexistence of sovereign and economics. Extraterritorial effects
of economic legislation.
Immunities from economic
sovereignty. Economic and fiscal aspects of the immunity of
State organs and State property.
Economic aspects of
territorial and extra-territorial jurisdiction. Exception from
territorial jurisdiction. Free zones, free post, economic union,
freedom of navigation. Freedom of the seas and claims to
the continental shelf.
The problem of international
economics, public policy. The principles of international
economic law on the level of international institutions;
international law and underdevelopment.
2.
Standard of international economic law functions. The
minimum standard. The standard of reciprocity, the mostfavoured-nation standard.
The standard of national
treatment. The standard of economic good-neighbourliness.
The inter-play of standard. The circumvention of standards.
The standard of international economic law on the level of
international institutions.
3.
International economic transactions: General principles,
economic aspects of territorial transactions (with special
reference to the identity and continuity of states). Unilateral
economic acts. Treaties of commerce. Agreement of
production, conservation of resources, transport and
communications. Batter agreements. Inter-state loans,
monetary and payments agreements. Bilateral agreements
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on nuclear energy. Foreign aid conventions, mutual defence
assistance agreements. Double taxation conventions. State
bankruptcy; financial guarantees, technique of international
economic law tort (with special reference to the protection of
private properties abroad). Responsibility of public contracts
(with special reference to the Calvo Clause). International
Economic Criminal Law.
JIL704: International Law of the Sea
1.
Introduction to history and sources.
2.
Delimitation of the relevant areas. Internal waters, the
territorial sea and the contiguous zone, bays, habour works
and roadsteads, international straits and waterways. The
high seas, the continental shelf exclusive zone, the sea-bed
and sub-soil beyond national jurisdiction.
3.
The principles of the freedom of seas. Ordinary and
extraordinary rights of jurisdiction in time of peace. Special
reference to piracy and slave-trade. Coercive measure short
of war, limitation and exemptions.
4.
Uses of the high seas and the sea-bed: navigation, fisheries,
exploitation of other natural resources, scientific research
and experiments, disposal of radioactive waste, naval
exercises, pipelines, cables, mechanical installations and
other uses.
5. Jurisdiction over maritime areas adjacent to the coast. The
regime of ports and internal waters, the regime of territorial
sea and the contiguous zone, the regime of the continental
shelf. The right of hot pursuit, ships in distress.
6.
The legal regime of the high seas, the exclusive economic
zone, the continental shelf and the sea-bed and sub-soil
beyond national jurisdiction as the common heritage of
mankind.
7.
Fishing rights in the sea; scientific research; pollution
regulations.
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JIL705: Air Law
1
Institutions and organs for the creation and administration of
Air Law. National organisation of civil aviation. International
institutions:
membership,
organs,
functions,
nongovernmental institutions.
2.
The right to fly, sovereignty over the airspace. Air transport
agreements; non-scheduler flights, unauthorized entry; Paris
Agreement, 1958 Schedule Air service; multilateral and
bilateral agreements; transit rights; route planning; capacity
control and rate-fixing.
3.
The legal regime of crew, passenger and cargo. Licences of
personnel.
International standard and recommended
practices; owners of aircraft; operators; aircraft commanders;
crew; entry and clearance regulations. Facilitation cargo
restriction; mails; sanitary regulations.
4.
The legal regime of aircraft: Definition and classification of
aircrafts; legal nature of aircraft; state aircrafts. Nationality
and registration; certificate of airworthiness; documents to be
carried and notices to be exhibited; jurisdiction over aircraft,
crimes on board aircraft; customs; seizure and arrest; wreck
and salvage; investigation of accidents.
JIL706: Comparative Conflict of Laws
The course will focus attention on Interstate and International
conflict of laws, problems in Commonwealth African countries. In
addition to this, there will be an examination of the differences and
similarities in Conflict of Laws, problems of leading legal system of
the world.
Particular attention will be paid to the United Kingdom, federal
systems within the commonwealth and the United States in the
following areas:1.
Domicile: (i) Actions in personam; (ii) Loss
2.
Jurisdiction of Courts: (i) Actions in personam; (ii) Actions in rem;
(iii) Limitation on the exercise of jurisdiction
3.
Foreign judgments including foreign decrees in matrimonial
causes.
4.
Renvoi
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JIL707: International Protection of Human Rights and
Humanitarian Law
(i)
The individual and the state.
(ii) The individual and international law
(iii) The individual and international criminal responsibility.
(iv) International protection of human rights.
(v) Principal instruments (UN Charter, the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights 1948, the European Convention for
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedom
1950, the Covenant of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
and the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, both of 1966,
the Banjul Charter of Human and Peoples Rights 1981, etc).
JIL708: The Law of Armed Conflict
1.
Characteristics of War: Causes, kinds, and ends of war; the
laws of war; the regime of war; the belligerent; the armed
forces of the belligerent; enemy character.
2.
The Outbreak of War: Commencement of war; declaration
of war; ultimatum and prohibition of war; acts which begin a
war; effects of the outbreak of war.
3.
Warfare of Land: Land warfare in general; violence against
enemy persons; treatment of wounded and of dead bodies;
captivity; appropriation and utilization of public enemy
property; requisitions and contributions; destruction of enemy
property; assault; siege and bombardment; espionage and
war treason; ruses; occupation of enemy territory.
4.
Warfare of Sea: Sea warfare in general; attack and seizure
of enemy vessels; appropriate and destruction of enemy
merchantmen; violence against enemy persons; treatment of
wounded and shipwrecked; espionage; treason; ruses;
requisitions, contribution, bombardment interference with
submarine telegraph cables.
5.
Air Warfare: Rules before the First World War; the Hague
Rules of Air Warfare; instruments of force in aerial warfare;
aerial bombardment and non-combatants; attack on enemy
civil aircraft to capture.
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6.

7.

Non-hostile Relations of Belligerents: Fieds etiam host
servanda; different kinds of non-hostile relations; licences to
trade; passports; safe conducts, safeguards; flags of truce,
cartels and cartel ships; capitulations and simple surrender;
armistices.
Means of Securing Legitimate Warfare: Complaints, good
offices and mediators; intervention; reprisals; punishment of
war crimes; taking of hostages; compensation.

JIL 709: Advanced Oil & Gas Law I
1. Origin And Development Of Nigerian Oil And Gas Law
Development of Nigerian Oil and Gas Law
Current structure of the Nigerian Oil and Gas Law
2. Law Of The Sea, Its Development And Impact On Nigerian
Oil And Gas Law
Historical Development of the law of the Sea
Current Application of the Law of the Sea and Nigerian Municipal
Legislation
3. State Participation And Policy
Definition of State participation
The Structure of State participation
4. The Licensing Of Oil And Gas Exploration And Production
Legal Basis for licensing
Process of Award of Licences
Types of Licence under the Act
General provision Governing Licences and Leases
5. Contractual
Arrangements
For
Exploration
And
Production
Categorization of Joint Venture Agreements
The Joint Venture Agreements
Marginal Fields
PPL701: Land Law and Land Development General
A basic knowledge of land law will be assumed for study in this
course. The object of the course is to focus attention not only on
the various legal problems relating to land law but also on the
economic and social implications involved in existing law and
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regulations and in changes to them. Nigeria will be used as a base,
but reference will be made to the laws, practices and problems of
other African countries having similar and or differing problems.
PPL 702: Law of Restitution
Introduction: Restitution and quasi-contract; the implied contract
theory: principles of unjust enrichment; personal and proprietary
claims; the classification of proprietary claims.
Proprietary Claims: Tracing at common law and in equity.
The Right to Restitution
a.
Mistake, money paid under mistake of fact, money paid
under mistake of law, restitution for chattels (excluding
money transferred under a mistake) restitution for and
transferred under a mistake; rescission rectification,
reopening accounts.
b.
Recovery of benefits conferred under duress; categories of
duress; Economic duress; duress and submission to honest
claims; effect of recovery of an alternative remedy failure to
render amends.
c.
Recovery of benefits conferred under influence; limits to the
relief.
d.
Relief from unconscionable bargains in equity, in admiralty
and by statute.
e.
The right to contribution and recoupment. Where there is
liability in sodium and where there is no such liability;
compulsory discharge of another’s liability.
f.
Restitution at common law; agency of necessity; necessitous
intervention by a stranger.
g.
Maritime salvage.
Ineffective Transactions
(a)
Contract void for want of authority; contract void for mistake
or uncertainty; (for ambiguity in or incompleteness of contractual
terms; non correspondence between offer and acceptance; failure
of condition precedent or some essential term or where there has
been a successful plea of non est factum); contract affected by
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Statute of Frauds, Illiterates Protection Laws; void bills of sale;
illegal contracts, contracts affected by incapacity – lunatics and
drunkards, infants, ultra vires contracts; contracts discharged by
frustration, or breach, anticipated contracts which do not
materialize.
5.
Restitution of Benefits conferred under trusts which do not
exhaust the trust or which fail.
6.
Attornment in respect of money or chattels.
7.
Subrogation – categories of subrogation, general principles.
8.
Claims under a will or intestacy or under an inter vivos trust.
PPL703: The Law of Succession
Testate Succession – Wills
Sources of Wills Law. The scope of Wills Law: choice of law. The
nature of a will. Testamentary contracts and promises. Joint and
mutual wills. Making of wills: Formal requirements; mental
elements and capacity. Privileged will. Revocation, alterations,
repudiation and revival.
Construction of Wills: General
considerations; fundamental principles; meaning of words and
phrases. Subsidiary general principles of construction: use of
extrinsic evidence. Gifts to persons and property. Testamentary
freedom.
PUL701: Legal Systems in Africa and Problems of African
Law
(a) Comparative study of the sources of law within the major
regional groupings in Africa: English, French, Spanish and
Portuguese speaking states. Problems of reception or
integration and unification of law within the various groups
with particular reference to:
(i)
Land holding and land development;
(ii) Succession and administration of estates.
PUL702: Comparative Constitutional Law
The study will be based on the constitutions of
Commonwealth African States but where possible references will
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be made on comparative basis, to the constitutional laws of
Francophone and other African States.
(i)
The constitutional structure and development of selected
African countries (outline only).
The problems of
constitutional evolution;
(ii) The problems of autocracy.
(iii) Comparative constitutional structure of individual States –
(a) Federal and unitary constitutions: distribution of powers and
relations between the center and the units in federations;
devolution within unitary systems; diarchy.
(b) i. Cabinet Government
ii. Presidential Government
iii. The executive (including the police, the
armed forces
and the civil service).
iv. The legislators.
(iv) The interrelationship of (i) – (iv) above.
PUL703: Comparative Administrative Law
Historical development of the Common Law and Civil Law. Public
Law and Political Institutions in Common and Civil Law Systems.
The Administration: terminology and definition; the scope and
function of Administrative Law.
The structure of central
government: the decentralization of power; rationalization of the
central government. The functions of central government: policy
implementation; allocation of power; administration and decisionmaking procedures; the Civil Service. Legislative powers of the
administration: classification; content; control; review. Judicial
powers of the administration: administrative tribunals; public
enquiries; domestic tribunals; the Conseil d’Flat.
PUL704: Comparative Criminal Law
Consideration of the main principles of Nigerian criminal law (under
both the Criminal and Penal Codes and problems arising from
codification. The principle of criminal responsibility and the general
defences to crime. Strict liability offences. The above aspects of
the criminal law to be examined in comparison with the following:
English common law and statutory law of crimes, the Ghana
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Criminal Code, the Queensland Criminal Code, the Indian Penal
Code, the Penal Code of Kenya.
PUL705: Environmental Law
Dimension of Environmental Problems - Legal, Social and
Economic.
Economic Consideration in the Selection of pollution Control
Legislation. Legal causes of Environmental problems: Pollution
Control Objectives: Alternative forms of Control.
Administrative and Judicial Control techniques; Coercive Measure,
Criminal Sanction and Ministerial orders; Prior Authorizing
(Licensing and pricing Schemes (Effluent Charges) Fiscal
incentives for pollution abatement and Property Rights.
PUL706: Criminology and Penology
Introductions: Definition of crimes: Legal types of crime. The
courts and crime. Traditional and modern concepts of crime.
Procedural problems of criminological interests. Criminology or
sociology of deviance.
Criminology: Criminology and sociological method. Causes of
crime: physical, psychological, sociological and economic.
Labeling theory and criminal behaviour.
Specific analysis of
causes of particular types of criminal behaviour e.g. juvenile
offences, female offences and others.
PUL707: Principles of Civil Litigation
The General principles and nature of civil litigation. Psychology of
litigation. Comparison of the organization. Jurisdiction of the
various courts at federal and state courts. Special courts. The
structure of the legal profession.
PUL708: Reproductive Health and Rights Law
DEFINITION OF REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND RIGHT:
Reproductive Health, Reproductive rights, Sexual Health, Sexual
Rights. ISSUES IN REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND RIGHT:
POPULATION AND Development, HIV/AIDS, Abortion, Maternal
Health, Family Planning, Harmful Traditional Practices including
Female Genital Mutilation, Widowhood Practices, Domestic and
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Sexual Violence. EMERGENCE OF REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
AND RIGHTS: International Conference and Treaty Provisions on
Reproductive Health and Rights – International Covenant on Civil
and Political rights, International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights, Universal Declaration on Human Rights,
CEDAW (Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women) ICPD (International Conference
on Population and Development), Beijing Declaration and Platform
for Action (Fourth World Conference on Women), etc.
DEVELOPMENT OF REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH LAWS: The
Role of Law in Advancing Reproductive Heals, Considerations for
Reproductive Health Laws – Safe Motherhood, Gender Equity,
Health Sector Reform, Millennium Development Goals, HIV/AIDS
reduction, Treaty Obligations in human rights. INTERNATIONAL
AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENTS IN REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTH LAWS: Regional Developments in Reproductive Health
Laws in Africa.
Second Semester
BUL 711: Company Law, Management and Finance
Corporate Administration and Power Structure
Management and Shareholder Relations. Legal emergence of
independent management. Division of power between organs.
Employee participation. Management emoluments. Disclosure of
information by management (statutory) and the board. Corporate
meetings and resolutions. Corporate democracy; majority rule;
minority protection. Directors’ responsibilities etc. Other corporate
officers.
Insider trading.
Dividends; company taxation.
Shareholder’s democracy. Cumulative voting and proxy contest.
Structure of company capital and securities.
BUL712: Law of Carriage by Land, Air and Sea
(Transportation Law)
Common law and statutory duties and liabilities of carriers. Right
of carriers. Loading, discharge and delivery of goods. Exclusion
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of carrier’s liability. General average. Demurrage and freight.
Claims for non-delivery, mis-delivery and loss.
BUL713: The Law of Personal Taxation
1.
Income from Offices and Employment: What constitutes
employment; income valuation and taxation of benefits in
kinds; deductible expenditure; share option and incentive
scheme; golden handshakes and exemption to charges;
pensions/pensioners and personal taxation schemes;
pension/pensioners and personal taxation provisions.
2.
Income from Government Securities: Annuities. Interest,
dividends and foreign income; the remittance relief for
interest; overdrafts; other interests. Nature of annual
payments and taxation.
3.
Taxation of Estates and Trusts: Limited interests in
residue; absolute interest in residue; taxation of trustees and
personal representations; capital transfer tax; liability of
capital transfer tax; relief.
4. Trust; settlor’s income; trustee’s income; beneficiary’s income;
discretionary trust; settlement on children; irrevocable
settlements; revocable settlements. Income settlements;
absolute divestment of settler.
5.
Capital Gains Tax: Meaning; the charge of tax, reliefs; arm’s
length transactions; transactions between connected
persons etc.
6.
Administrative tax.
BUL714: Law of Business Taxation
1.
Capital Allowances: Qualifying expenditure, machinery and
plant; first year allowance; annual allowances; balancing
allowance; balancing charges; special cases; leases; hire
purchase.
2.
Losses of Trade/Business: Pioneer companies;
reconstituted companies.
3.
Relief from Income Tax: Introduction; reliefs for civil war
damage; pioneer companies’ relief, Commonwealth income
tax relief. Double taxation.
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4.

5.

6.

Oil Company Taxation: Petroleum profits tax;
ascertainment of chargeable profit; capital allowances.
Persons chargeable; administration of petroleum profits tax.
Capital Gain Tax: History; meaning of capital gains tax;
chargeable assets; disposal of assets; exemptions from
capital gains tax; relief against gains tax. Computation of
capital gains.
Taxation of Groups and Consortia: Close Companies;
definition; consequences of close company status; extended
meaning of distribution; loans to participators.

BUL715: Law of Non-Marine Insurance: The claim; time of loss;
proximate cause; making and presentation of claim; burden of
proof; settlement of the claim; payment of loss; application of
proceeds of policy reinstatement; subrogation rights, contribution.
Agency in insurance transaction: relationship between principal
and third parties.
BUL716: Law of Marine Insurance
Vitiating factors in marine insurance: non-disclosure,
misrepresentation, illegality. Warranties. Liability of underwriter.
Losses by the perils insured against, excepted risks and losses;
General and particular average claims; total and constructive
losses. Return of premium. Maritime salvage. Reinsurance.
BUL717: Law of Commercial Transactions and Consumer
Protection
Part 1 Consumer Credit
I.
Financing consumer sales transactions; legal nature of
consumer credit contract; developments and structure of
consumer credit; types of consumer credit arrangement.
II.
Regulation of consumer granting Practices; legal
characterization of consumer credit; rights of consumer
borrower; rights of consumer lender; advertisement.
III. Regulation of credit guarantors; collection practices and
remedies. Extra-judicial debt collection practices. General
debtor creditor remedies: garnishment – exemptions, cost of
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IV.
V.
VI.

garnishment, effect on employment of debtor. Execution
against property other than wages. Regulation of contractual
terms affecting credit Guarantor’s Remedies.
Disclosure of cost of borrowing
Credit insurance
Consumer borrower’s right and education and the future of
consumer credit.

Part II Agency
Basic concepts; creation of agency; agent/principal relationship;
third party/principal relationship; agent/third party relationship;
types of agents; termination of agency.
Part III Consumer Protection
1.
Introduction: The philosophy of consumerism, economic
and social assumptions underlying consumer protection law.
Market considerations in the formulation of consumer
protection policy. The nature and extent of consumer
complaints.
2.
Regulation of Misleading Advertisement: Legal
determination of genuine advertisement; effect of a
disclaimer of truth or reliability in an advertisement. Public
and private law responses to the problems of misleading
advertisement. The Consumer and the Sale of Goods Act.
Disclaimer clauses: general considerations, legislative
restrictions.
Disclaimer clauses and consumer credit.
Problems of vertical and horizontal privity in consumer
transaction. Manufacturers’ responsibility for express and
remote purchases and other Derivative Parties.
Manufacturer’s express warranties and their administration.
Forms and contents of warranties as competitive devices:
Problems in warranty administration; manufacturer/dealer
relationship; legislative regulation of manufacturers.
Consumer warranties and public standard. The enforcement
of consumer rights and consumer protection legislations.
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BUL718: Law of Industrial and Intellectual Property
A.
Trade Marks
B.
Patents.
BUL719: Shipping Law
The navigation of ships and safety at Sea. Collision regulations;
lights and shapes; restricted visibility; steering and sailing rules.
Notice to mariners; traffic separation schemes; pilots and pilotage;
lighthouses and other aids to navigations; harbours; docks and
piers; collisions and liability for damage and economic loss;
limitation of liability; other liability for damage; irrecoverable losses;
remoteness of damage and economic loss; limitation of liability;
other liability; salvage, towage and wreck; marine pollution control;
oil pollution; dumping at sea, liability for oil pollution.
Marine insurance indemnity and insurable interest; utmost good
faith, types of policy; perils insured against; losses; right of
insurers; assignment of policies; mutual insurance.
BUL720: Collective Labour Law
This course offers an up-to-date examination of national and
international aspects of collective labour law. Constitutional and
statutory provisions relevant to collective aspect of Industrial
Relations, would be studied together with relevant case laws within
and outside jurisdictions. The topics include:
International Labour Organisation (ILO) Conventions &
Recommendations, & Labour Institutions
Globalization and its Effect on Nigerian Labour Law
Strikes and Lockouts and the Implication of Dismissal of
Strikers: The right to strike, legality and justifiability of strikes and
lockouts; disciplinary action for participating in strike; salary
compensation for the period of strike and the law on ‘no work, no
pay’.
Collective Bargaining and Organizational Rights: Concept of
collective bargaining, - bargaining process, types of bargaining plant level, industrial level and national level; factors affecting
collective bargaining – multi-unionism and bargaining councils,
sole bargaining agents, conditions for successful functioning;
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status of collective agreements – binding nature and conciliation
settlement.
Curative Disputes Resolution: Government policy on industrial
relations – voluntarism and third party intervention; the Trade
Disputes Act.
Labour Courts and International Best Practice: Industrial
adjudication – objectives of industrial adjudication, the arbitration
process, jurisdiction, powers and functions of adjudicatory
authorities, the National Industrial Court Act, and comparative
approach (e.g. Indian, South Africa, Britain, etc).
Social Security and Pension Law in the Workplace: Meaning of
social security, labour welfare and social assistance; constitutional
perspectives – fundamental rights and the realisation of rights
through meaningful social security measures, - right to life in a
wider dimensions, right to adequate means of livelihood, and to
public assistance in cases of unemployment, old age, sickness,
disability, and maternity relief.
Integrated Labour Inspection and Preventive Disputes
Resolution: Origin of labour inspection; nature and quality of
labour inspection and the need for integrated labour inspection; the
municipal and international instruments for labour inspection.
Occupational Health and Safety: The concept of labour welfare,
health, safety and welfare of workers in workplaces and the
relevant statutory instruments.
JIL711: Jurisprudence and Legal Theory
Advanced application of Nigerian customary law. Nature of
customary law generally. Judicial ascertainment of customary law.
Customary law and the doctrine of judicial precedent. Customary
law and judicial notice. Customary law and repugnancy doctrine.
Codification, restatement, adaptation and unification of customary
law.
JIL 712: Law of International Institutions
I.
Comprehensive International Institutions: League of Nations
and the United Nations: functions, membership,
organisation, jurisdiction, powers and procedure.
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II.

III

African Regional Institutions; regionalism with the universal
system, OAU; African Union; OCAM, Arab League, African
Technical Organisations, etc.
Non-African Organisations: Council of Europe; North Atlantic
Treaty Organization; European Union, European Coal and
Steel Community; American Organizations.

JIL713: International Economic Law
1.
Law of Economic Warfare: Economic reprisals; peacetime
economic “warfare.” The law relating to trading with the
enemy. The law of economic warfare on land and at sea.
The international economic law of military occupation (with
special reference to the treatment of property and public
finance). Right and duties of neutral powers. The protection
of neutral property. War claims, restitutions, reparations.
2.

Law
of
International
Economic
Institutions:
Representation of economic interests abroad. International
adjudication of economic claims. Economic and financial
unions with special reference to Monetary Customs Unions,
the Geneva Agreement of 1747 and the Havana Charter. The
Economic and Social Council (with special reference to the
Organization of Technical Assistance, Administrative
machinery for the application of international economic
sanctions). The Bank of International Settlements. The
International Bank for Reconstruction and International
Monetary Fund. International Co-operation in the field of
nuclear energy. Non-universal economic organisations (with
special reference to the Organisation of American States, the
Economic Commission of Europe, the European
Communities and the European Free Trade Association).
International Economic Co-operation with the Soviet Orbit.
GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
Organisation). The Organisation for Trade Co-operation.
Declarations and conventions on economic “human rights.”
Inter-African Economic Organisations.
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JIL714: International Law of the Sea
1.
Access to the sea for states without sea coast; use of ports
and the territorial sea of neighbouring States; right to sail
ships on high seas.
2.
The legal regime of the ship: Nationality of ships; flags of
convenience, warships and other government-owned ships
of non-commercial service; government-owned merchant
ships; privately-owned merchant ships; collisions. Wreck
and salvage. Stateless ships and private ships.
3.
The legal regime of crew, passengers and cargo:
Jurisdiction, conditions of labour; consular jurisdiction over
seamen abroad. Functional protection of seamen.
4.
Rules of security safety at Sea; rules for the prevention of
collisions at sea. Assistance at sea. Load-line conventions.
Pollution. Safety of life at sea.
5.
Maritime law in time of war. Prize law and prize courts. Rules
of maritime neutrality.
6.
International maritime institutions: Types, functions,
organisation and jurisdiction.
7.
Settlement of disputes.
JIL715: Air Law
1.
Airport and other navigation facilities; licensing of
aerodromes; customs aerodromes; provision of airport and
air navigation facilities.
International assistance.
International use of aerodromes and other navigation
facilities.
2.
Liabilities arising from operation of aircraft and air services:
Trespass, nuisance, surface damages; collision, death and
injury to passengers; loss of property and responsibility
thereof.
3.
Air law in time of national emergency and war state and
effects of national emergency and war. Effect of air transport
agreement prizes. Neutrality. Angary. Hospital and medical
aircraft. Rule of air warfare.
4.
Space Law.
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JIL716 Comparative Conflict of Laws
The Elements of a contract: choice of law – the proper laws of a
contract; performance, excuse, discharge and damages; special
types of contracts.
Property: Characterization of property; immovable; movables;
intangibles
Family Law: Marriage; divorce; custody of children; marital
property; legitimation.
JIL 717: International Protection of Human Rights and
Humanitarian Law
(i)
The outlawry of war as a means of settling international
disputes
(ii)
War, armed conflicts and other hostile relations
(iii)
Effects of outbreak of war and of armed conflicts.
(iv)
The laws of war (Geneva Convention of 1948 and
amendments thereto).
(v)
Sanctions (war crimes, crimes against the peace,
crimes against international law).
JIL 718: Law of Armed Conflicts
1.
End of War and Postliminium: Termination of war in
general. Modes of termination: simple cessation of
hostilities; subjugation; treaty of peace; effects of treaty of
peace; performance of treaty of peace; postliminum.
2.
Neutrality: Development of institution of neutrality; and the
General Treaty for the Renunciation of War. Neutrality and
the Charter of the United Nations. Characteristics of
neutrality: different kinds of neutrality; commencement and
end of neutrality.
3.
Relations between Belligerents and Neutrals: Rights and
duties deriving from neutrality; neutral and warlike
operations; neutrals and warlike preparations; neutral asylum
to airmen; neutral asylum to naval forces and shipwrecked
war material; supplies and loans to belligerents; service to
belligerents; violation of neutrality; right of anger.
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4.
5.
6.

Blockade: Concept of contraband, carriage of contraband;
consequences of carriage of contraband.
Non-neutral Service: Different kinds of non-neutral service;
consequences of non-neutral services.
Visitation, Capture and Trial of Neutral Vessels.

JIL 719: Advanced Oil & Gas Law II
1. Evacuation And Disposal Of Oil And Gas
2. Exploration And Production: Financing Arrangements
Funding of Oil and Gas Exploration
Funding of Oil and Gas Development
Oil and Gas Financing Structure
Alternative Funding
3. Taxation And Fiscal Regimes Of Oil And Gas
Nature of Petroleum Profits Tax
Indirect Taxation
Taxation in the Joint Development Zone (JDZ)
4. Local Content Law
5. Trade In Crude Oil And Products
6. Exploration And Production: Environmental Laws And
Practices
PPL711: Land and Land Development
Social economic and political goals of African land law;
methodology of land reform (i.e. individual as compared with
communal or collective tenures; freehold as opposed to leasehold
and other interests) in relation to economic and social
development. Land use and land control regulations. Land
registration; consolidation; credit aspects of land reform; public
acquisition of land; land tax; trusts; will; succession and other
gratuitous transfers; estate planning. Land Use Act: its effects on
Nigeria law.
PPL712: The Law of Restitution
1.
Fraudulent and voluntary disposition of property and
avoidable preferences, Avoidance of conveyances made
with intent to defraud creditors or subsequent purchasers or
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2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

to defeat claims by spouses to financial relief. Avoidance of
transactions entered into by persons who thereafter become
bankrupt.
Perfection of imperfect gifts in favour of intended donees.
Waiver of tort: What torts can be waived. Nature of the
enrichment. Election. Advantages of waiver.
Benefits accruing to a criminal from his crime. Succession to
property on death; benefits acquired by reprehensible
means.
Benefits accruing.
Breach of Contract.
Defences: res judicata and election; Statutes of Limitation
and laches; bona fide purchasers; change of position and
estoppels; special cases of recovery from agents and
persons in analogous position, bill of exchange.

PPL713: Law of Succession
1. Intestacy
(a) Introduction: Rule in Cole v Cole; the inherent incident
theory v the manner of life theory.
(b) The Statutes of Distribution 1670, 1685 and 1890;
Administration of Estate’s Law.
2. Probate: Grants of representation; appointment of executors
and administrators; non-contentious probate; special grants;
contentious business. Revocation of grants.
3. The Position of Personal Representatives: The nature of
the office; realising assets; personal representatives without
grant; discharge of debts and liabilities; executor de son tort;
liability of personal representative; taxation during the
administration period; position of beneficiaries and distribution.
4.

Succession in Customary Law.

PUL711: Legal System in Africa and Problems of African Law
Comparative study of the sources of law within the major regional
groupings in Africa: English, French, Spanish and Portuguese
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speaking States. Problems of reception, integration and unification
of laws within the various groupings, with particular reference to:(i)
Marriage, divorce, and custody
(ii) Civil obligations; the development, structure and unification
of customary, state and national courts.
PUL712: Comparative Constitutional Law
i.
Constitutional safeguards and protection: Bills of rights;
independence of the judiciary; electoral systems; public
accountability; status of the opposition and the abuse of
majority power.
ii.
Emergence powers
iii.
Procedures for constitutional amendments.
iv. The place of traditional elements in modern constitutions;
traditional rulers.
v.
The problem of stability: the problem of the minority.
Secession and its constitutional implications. Coups d’etat
and their constitutional implications
vi. Regional Co-operation and Sovereignty.
PUL713: Comparative Administration Law
I.
Judicial
review:
natural
justice;
ultra
vires;
exclusion/restriction of judicial review.
II
Administrative remedies: certiorari and prohibition;
mandamus; declaration and injunction; locus standi;
common law action for remedies in tort; remedies under droit
administrative.
III
Other controls over administrative action: mal-administration;
ombudsman; select committees; informal popular control
IV
Public corporations
V
State liability: in tort and contract; liability of public officials.
PUL714: Comparative Criminal Law
A comparative examination of selected offences: homicide;
stealing and kindred offences; sexual offences and offences
against morality; offences involving fraud; corruption; armed
robbery; drug trafficking; economic sabotage. Parties to crime.
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PUL715: Environmental Law
A.
Private remedies for pollution damages.
Special
consideration will be given to selected problems in oil
pollution, water quality management, emission from
industries, and automobile pollution.
B.
Pollution as a factor in environmental problems.
C. Development of pollution control legislation.
D. International protection of the environment.
PUL716: Criminology and Penology
Legal and sociological aspects of sexual offences; legal principles
in relation to insanity, mental deficiency and other forms of mental
incapacity.
Criminological aspects of victimless crimes. The
criminology of enforcement.
Criminological forecasting and
planning.
Penology: Philosophies of punishment, correction and treatment.
Analysis of different forms of punishment or treatment of offenders.
Execution; detention; probation, parole tines.
Effects of
punishment on offenders: effects on society. Penological aspects
of crime prevention, the correction of the convicted.
PUL717: Principles of Civil Litigation
The enforcement of judgment and orders, Pretrial procedures. The
trial Assessment of damages. Other consequential reliefs. The
right of appeal. Procedure on appeal and the structure of appellate
courts. A comparative examination of the social and economic
effects and value of the systems of civil litigation.
PUL718: Reproductive Health Law II
Reproductive Health and Rights in Nigeria: Local and National
Indicators of Capacity and Willingness to protect Reproductive
health, Legal Challenges for Reproductive Health Laws in Nigeria:
Culture, Religion, Customary Law etc. using CEDAW, ICPD and
Beijing o Frame an Adequate Legal Framework to Reproductive
Health Rights in Nigeria. Implementation Of Law And Policy In
Reproductive Health Rights In National Systems (Using Nigeria
as a Case Study): Domestication of Treaty Provisions and
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International Standards, Enactment of Reproductive Health Laws,
Strengthening Human Rights Framework, Improved access to
healthcare, education and capacity building, Civil Society
Participation. Feminist Theories And Their Impact On The
Development Of Reproductive Health Rights: Women’s Right
as Human Rights, Universality versus Cultural Relativism, Post
Colonial Feminism. Emerging Trends in Reproductive Health
and Rights: Globalisation, Modern Reproductive Health Research
(Stem Cell Research, Patents, Cloning, Surrogacy, Organ
Donation, In Vitro Fertilisation, Internet/Prescription, etc.)
5.3B MASTERS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW AND SECURITY
The M.I.L.S. (Masters in International Law and Security) degree
will be a multidisciplinary Master’s Programme to equip
professionals with advance training in International Law and
International Security. It serves a purpose that an existing LL.M
does not in that their proposed programme will be open to
candidates without LL.B or indeed any legal training at all, and it is
a professional degree.
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OBJECTIVES AND PHILOSOPHY OF THE MASTER IN
INTERNATIONAL
LAW
AND
SECURITY
(M.I.L.S.)
PROGRAMME
1.1

Philosophy
Globalisation and growing prominence of international
institutions and procedures make a sound knowledge of
international law perhaps the most valuable skill required
today to navigate and manage the interface between
national political, economic, and social policy and the
regulatory and co-operative transnational regimes. This
responsibility is not confined to lawyers. Very often,
administrators, business and investment professionals,
and security officials retrieve and process information
involving international law routinely.
The M.I.L.S.
(International Law and Security) degree is an intensive
programme designed to open advanced training in
international law to lawyers and non-layers.
The
philosophy guiding the programme’s design and
implementation is to make the training sufficiently
accessible to enable non-lawyers able to effectively cope
and yet provide the highest quality training available
anywhere. Lawyers will have the advantage of not simply
acquiring advanced skills in the subject but will be exposed
to new methods of understanding their subject that a
multidisciplinary approach provides.

1.2

Objectives
The Masters in International Law and Security (M.I.L.S.)
degree will be a multidisciplinary Master’s programme to
quip professionals with advanced training in International
Law and International Security. It serves a purpose that
our existing LL.M. does not in that the proposed
programme will be open to candidates without LL.B. or
indeed any legal training at all, and it is a professional
degree. The LL.M. programme leads to an academic
degree, usually to prepare candidates for an academic
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career, with a Ph.D. as the logical follow-up. The M.I.L.S.
degree in contrast is a terminal degree.
Apart from passing the prescribed courses, M.I.L.S.
students will be required to carry out a substantial case
study research project on a problem or situation pertaining
to some aspect of international law or practice. The
expectation is that through these case study projects, the
Faculty of Law will build a repository of resources for
military and foreign relations institutions and for academic
research and co-operation. Ultimately, the Faculty will
become an acknowledged recourse centre.
1.3

Admission Requirements
The M.I.L.S. programme is open to graduates in law, social
sciences, education, sciences and the humanities with at
least a second class (lower division) bachelor’s degree
from the University of Benin or any other recognized
university.

1.4

Class size and Duration
Admission should be pegged at a minimum of 200 students
every year. As there will be a wide selection of elective
courses, the number of students for any course should not
exceed 40 – 50. The compulsory courses may run more
than one stream in order to keep the average class size to
no more than 50.

The M.I.L.S. degree is a two-year (four semesters) parttime programme.
2.

COURSES

2.1

Credit requirements
(a)
A total of 30 credits shall be required to earn the
M.I.L.S. degree as follows: 8 courses (3 credits
each) and a supervised research project (6 credits).
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)

2.2

1st year: Every student shall enroll for 4 courses (1
compulsory and 3 elective courses).
2nd year: Every student shall enroll for 4 courses (1
compulsory and 3 elective courses) and for
research project (6 credit).
whenever applicable, a student who chooses a
course in the first semester shall be required to
enroll for the second semester module of the
course.
MILS 808 and MILS 818 are compulsory. However,
the Faculty Postgraduate Committee, on the
recommendation of the Dean, may exempt a
student with a bachelor’s degree in law who is able
to show that he/she performed satisfactorily in
prescribed examinations for that degree in courses
similar to MILS 808 and MILS 818 respectively.
Grant of exemption is entirely discretionary.
No student may enroll for more than two of the
following courses: MIHD 817, MIHD 819, MIHD
824, AND MIHD 827.
The research project (MILS 810) carries 6 credits
Other courses are 3 credits each.
A student who is unable to obtain 50 per cent of the
assigned credits for the session will be withdrawn.

Courses
MILS 801/811: Law of International Institutions I and II
MILS 802/812: International Economic Law I and II
MILS 803/813: Law of the Sea I and II
MILS 804/814: International Criminal Law I and II
MILS 805:
International Protection of Human Rights
MILS 806:
Law of Armed Conflict
MILS 816:
International Humanitarian Law
MILS 807:
International Environmental Law
MILS 815:
Law of International Boundaries
MILS 808:
Introduction to International Law
MILS 817:
Law of Peace Operations
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MILS 818:

Introduction to Law and Legal Research
Methods
MILS 809:
Peaceful Settle of International Disputes
MILS 810:
Research Project (six credits)
*MIHD 811: Research Methods in International and
Diplomatic History
*MIHD 817: Imperialism,
Neo-Colonialism
and
Dependency in the Modern World
*MIHD 819: Insurgency and Counterinsurgency
*MIHD 824: Africa in Contemporary International
Relations (since 1960)
*MIHD 827: Military Technology and Diplomacy in the
20th Century
POL 861/862: Studies in Strategy and Security
2.3

Course Description

YEAR ONE
FIRST SEMESTER
MILS 801:
Law of International Institutions
General aspects of international institutions: development,
sources, functions and types. Non-comprehensive
international institutions: International judicial institutions
since the Permanent Court of International Justice; the
International Court of Justice: International administrative
institutions. International quasi-legislative institutions; the
International Labour Organistion.
MILS 802:
International Economic Law I
Principles of international economic sovereignty: the coexistence of sovereignty and economics; extraterritorial
effects of economic legislation; immunities from economic
sovereignty; economic and fiscal aspects of territorial and
extra-territorial jurisdiction; exception from territorial
jurisdiction.
Standards of international economic law functions.
International economic transactions.
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MILS 803:
Law of the Sea I
The different legal regimes: internal waters, territorial sea,
contiguous zone, continental shelf, the Exclusive Economic
Zone, and the deep seabed.
Principle of Freedom of the Seas.
Jurisdiction over maritime area adjacent to the coast.
Jurisdiction over the high seas.
MILS 804:
International Criminal Law I
Sources of International Criminal Law; development of the
modern law.
Immunity from jurisdiction.
International Crimes:
Genocide, Crime against humanity, War crime, Torture,
Terrorism and Sexual violence.
MILS 805:
International Protection of Human Rights
The individual and the State; the individual and
international law; international criminal responsibility of
individuals. The development and scope of international
protection human rights. Principal legal instruments: the
United Nations instruments; regional instruments,
especially African instruments.

MILS 806:
Law of Armed Conflict
Legal meaning of “war”; progress from traditional law to the
modern law of armed conflict; so-called Military Operations
other than War (MOOTW).
Outlawry of war and legitimate warfare: unilateral and
collective self-defence; authorization of use of force by the
United Nations or by regional bodies; humanitarian
intervention; reprisal against terrorism; disproportionate
use of force.
Outbreak of war; effect on legal relations.
Land, sea, and air warfare.
Non-international armed conflict; civil war.
Non-hostile relations between belligerents.
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Termination of war
Neutrality; relations between belligerents and neutrals;
blockade Law of occupation
Second Semester
MILS 807:
International Environmental Law
Legal and institutional framework.
Creation of international environmental law and policy:
international organizations; role of national law.
Principles and standards; sovereignty over natural
resources; liability for environmental damage.
Protection of the atmosphere and outer space; oceans,
seas, and water resources.
Protection of biological diversity
Hazardous waste; environmental damage.
Foreign investment and the environment.
MILS 808:
Introduction to International Law
Nature and development of International Law
Sources and scope of International Law: customary vs.
conventional international law; other sources; ius cogens
(fundamental or peremptory norms); relationship between
international law and municipal law.
Sovereignty and equality of States
Subjects of International Law
Territorial sovereignty
Recognition of States and Governments
Jurisdiction of States, Diplomatic Relations; Nationality.
MILS 809:
Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes
Obligation at international law to settle disputes peacefully
Political settlement of international disputes: negotiations;
good offices; mediation.
Legal settlement: conciliation, arbitration, judicial
settlement.
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The International Court of Justice: antecedents;
jurisdiction; and role in the international system.
MIHD 811:

Research Methods in International and
Diplomatic History
The course discusses methods and philosophical problems
of research in international and diplomatic history.
Emphasis is placed on historical, statistical and survey
research methods, and on key concepts such as evidence,
truth, and objectivity.

MIHD 817:

Imperialism, Neo-Colonialism and Dependency
in the Modern World
The course examines the nature and theories of
imperialism, neo-colonialism and dependency as well as
their historical manifestations. It carries out a detailed
critique of the phenomenon of imperialism, and studies
concrete cases of imperial and neo-colonial and dependent
relations. The impact of imperialism, neo-colonialism and
dependency on the development/underdevelopment of the
Third World is also examined.

POL. 861:
Studies in strategy and Security
The course is based on the premise that force will continue
to be applied in international politics. It will examine the
origin of war, types and nature of war. Comparative
strategic doctrines (U.S. Russian federation, China, Britain)
the character of the world: (Bipolar and Multipolar) the
nature of strategic balance. Balance of power and balance
of terror and topical in arms control.
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SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
MILS 810:
Research Project (six credits)
The research project shall be between 15,000 and 20,000
words (excluding bibliography and appendices) and must
be an approved case study of a problem or situation
pertaining to an aspect of international law, peaceful
settlement of international disputes. International security,
foreign policy, military/police intervention in foreign policy,
international trade and co-operation, law of the sea or
international water courses, or international criminal law.
MILS 811:
Law of International Institutions II
Comprehensive international institutions:
League of
Nations and the United Nations: functions, membership,
organization, jurisdiction, powers, and procedure.
MILS 812:
International Economic Law II
International economic “warfare”. The law relating to
trading with the enemy. The law of economic warfare on
land and at sea. War claims, restitutions, reparations.
International economic institutions, GATT (General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade), The World Trade
Organisation, World Bank and the International Monetary
Fund, etc.
MILS 813:
Law of the Sea II
Access to the sea by landlocked states; right of innocence
passage.
Jurisdiction over ships and their crew, passengers, and
cargo.
Maritime law in of war.
International maritime institutions and the settlement of
disputes.
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MILS 814:
International Criminal Law II
International Courts and Tribunals
The Nuremburg and Tokyo Tribunals.
The International Criminal Tribunals for the former
Yugoslavia and for Rwanda; the International Criminal
Court.
Prosecution and punishment of international crimes by
state courts; complementarity under the Rome Statute of
the International Criminal Court.
MILS 815:
Law of International Boundaries
Title to territorial in International Law; “Frontier Disputes”
and International Law.
Legal status of boundary treaties; demarcation of
international boundaries. Special problems of African
colonial boundaries.
Settlement of boundary disputes;
Case study: (e.g. The Nigerian-Cameroon Boundary
Dispute)
SECOND SEMESTER
MILS 816:
International Humanitarian Law
Humanitarian law and armed conflict.
Treatment of combatants and non-combatants under
The Hague Convention on the Laws of Customs of Warfare
and Land and related instrument; and
The Geneva Convention of 1949 and the Protocols of 1977.
Status of so-called “Enemy Combatants.”
Introduction to international crimes.
War crimes
Crimes against humanity
Crime against peace
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MILS 817:
Law of Peace Operations
Legal status of peace operations; mandates. Status of
forces and Rules of Engagement (ROE). United Nations
peace operations. Peace enforcement operations and the
UN collective security system. Humanitarian assistance.
Peace enforcement. Regional peace operations.
MILS 818:
International to Legal Research Methods
The course discusses methods of research in international
law. The analytical research methodology. The doctrinal,
non-quantitative approach. Style of writing etc.
MIHD 819:
Insurgency and Counterinsurgency
A common and recurring feature in world history is
rebellious uprisings, whether within empires or countries,
and usually with international dimensions. The course is a
description of the character and manifestations of
insurgencies in history and the methods adopted to counter
them on the basis of such anti-state theory and the
methods adopted to counter theories as anarchism and
revolution. Case histories range from the Euro-American
and Nigerian civil wars to the anti-colonial wars of liberation
in Africa, and anti-hegemonic uprisings in Czechoslovakia,
Afghanistan, and the Sudan.
MIHD 824:

Africa in Contemporary International Relations
(since 1960)
This is an examination of the changing role and position of
Africa in international relations from the colonial period to
the present. The major themes include the place of Africa
in international relations and diplomacy during the inter-war
years, the cold war, the post-cold war periods.
Military Technology and Diplomacy in the 20th
Century
The course examines the peculiar character of diplomacy
in the 20th century and the significance of developments in

MIHD 827:
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military, technology, and consequently of the redefinition of
the content of power. Issues considered include the impact
of the use of submarines in the First World War on the postwar theories of military strategy and the conduct of
diplomacy, of aircraft and rockets, the nuclear arms race
and the Mutual assured Destruction (MAD) of the cold war,
and the emergence of the military and so-called “Asian
Tigers.”
POL. 862
Studies in Strategy and Security
The course traces the origins of International Organisation
from the Holy Alliance to the League of Nations and from
the to the United Nations. The course will examine the
United Nations as a political institution and how its role has
changed over the years. Regional Organisations like the
Arab League, the Council of Europe, Organisation of
American States, A.U., ECOWAS and others will be
examined.

5.3C MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY (M.Phil) PROGRAMME
1.

Philosophy of the Programme

The Master of Philosophy (MPhil) in Law is founded on the
philosophy that the quest for further and higher education should
be within the reach of not only the excellent student but also for
students who failed to obtain the score required to pursue a Doctor
of Philosophy (Ph.D) in Law degree upon the completion of the
Master of Laws (LL.M) programme. The ambition to obtain the
terminal Ph.D degree should not be permanently stunted by a
weak LL.M. result.
2.
Duration
The programme is for a minimum of 12 months and a maximum of
24 months for full time. For part-time students, the minimum is 24
months and a maximum of 48 months. A candidate who
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successfully completes the MPhil programme and qualifies to
continue in the PhD programme has a minimum of two sessions
and a maximum of four sessions to obtain a Ph.D. If he is a parttime student, he has a minimum of three sessions and a maximum
of six sessions to complete the PhD programme.
3.

4.

Entry Requirements
(a) WASC, NECO or GCE Ordinary level credit pass in
Mathematics, English Language and Literature in English
(b) A Master of Laws (LL.M) degree from any recognized
university
(c) A candidate need not be a legal practitioner
Programme Description
A candidate is required to
(i)
Register and pass Research Methodology.
This course is intended to train candidates in
legal research with the aim of exposing them to
the diversity of intellectual challenges involved
in legal scholarship
(ii)
Present two seminar papers which will be
graded by the Faculty of Law Postgraduate
Committee.
(iii)
Complete a thesis of not less than 25,000 and
not more than 35,000 words. The thesis may
be one of the seminar papers or ideas from both
papers.
(b)
Where a candidate fails to obtain the minimum grade
required to proceed to Ph.D programme he shall be
required to submit one of the completed seminar
papers as a title of his MPhil dissertation.
(c)
The candidate must satisfy an external examiner in an
oral examination on his dissertation.
(d) For entrance into a Ph.D programme, a candidate must
obtain at least 60 percent of both the graded seminars
and the oral examination.
(a)
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5.3D DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (PhD) in Law
All candidates are expected to carry out original research projects,
supervised by approved postgraduate lecturers and successfully
defend same in accordance with School of Postgraduate Studies
regulations.
The format and submission of theses shall be in conformity with
guidelines laid down by the School of Postgraduate Studies.
REGULATIONS AND SYLLABUSES FOR DOCTOR OF
PHILOSOPHY (PhD)
1. Admission Requirements: At least a Degree of Master of Laws
(LL.M) of the University of Benin or of any other university
recognized by the University of Benin Senate. The candidate
must have obtained a mean score of at least 60%.
2. Notwithstanding Regulation (1) above, an applicant may be
required to undergo such test and/or interview as may be
prescribed by the Faculty or to take such other prerequisite or
concurrent studies and examination as the Faculty may
prescribe. Any concurrent studies required by the Faculty shall
be subject to the Faculty’s overall control.
3. Duration of Programme. The minimum period for full-time
studies for the award of Degree of PhD in law shall be 24
months. For part-time studies the minimum shall be 48 months.
4. The PhD programme shall normally be solely be research
resulting in a Thesis in any of the areas listed under the LL.M
programme of the Faculty.
5. Thesis Supervision: A candidate shall indicate area of
specialization of the time of registration of the programme. A
specific topic for the thesis must be selected within 6 months
of registration.
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6. Minimum Requirement for the Award of PhD in Law: To satisfy
the minimum requirement for the award of the degree of PhD
in Law, a candidate shall submit and defend a thesis in
accordance with the General Regulations Governing Higher
Degrees of the University of Benin. And where appropriate a
candidate shall, in addition, satisfy the examiners in any
prescribed taught courses.
Approved Guidelines for Doctor of Philosophy in Law
Programme
At the commencement of each academic session the Faculty of
Law Postgraduate Committee (FPGC) shall meet to assign
supervisors to each candidate having two supervisor – one major
or chief and other minor or sub.
The Dean of Law or Postgraduate Coordinator (who must not be
below the rank of Associate Professor or Senior Lecturer with
PhD.), shall send the names of recommended supervisor(s) to the
School of Postgraduate Studies (PG School) as soon as possible
after the FPGC meeting.
On approval by the PG school, candidates are expected to work
closely with their supervisors throughout the duration of the
programme.
The first stage of a candidate’s assignment is to write a Research
Proposal to defend the title of the thesis. The Research Proposal
(which is not the Synopsis) is expected to be of approximately
1000 – 2000 words. This is to be reviewed by the supervisor(s) and
the format is similar to the format for synopsis of Research for
Doctoral Thesis stated below. If approved the researcher then
progresses to the next stage of candidature.
Commencement of Work:
Here the candidate is to work under the supervision of the
supervisor(s). When progress has been made within a period of
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not less than 2 unbroken academic sessions, the candidate shall
present two seminars in the area of his research. The object of the
seminar is to ensure that he is on course in his chosen topic, and
that the academic community benefits from his research efforts
even before completion. There shall be present at each seminar
the supervisor(s), all academic staff in the Faculty of the rank of
Senior Lecturer and above, representative of the PG School, other
academic from other Faculties relevant to the candidates area of
research as the Dean of PG School may choose to invite. The
Dean of Law will chair each session. The seminars must be work
done during and in pursuit of the candidate’s doctoral programme.
Writing of Synopsis:
The point in time at which the candidate can meaningfully write the
synopsis is after he has actually carried out the research including
the necessary reading, and collation of all data relevant to the
chosen area of research. Essentially the school of PG studies is
the authority to approve through the PG School Committee, all
synopsis from PhD candidates. It is therefore a standard
requirement that the following PG School Guideline in this regard
be complied with:
(A)

(B)

The Title/Cover page of the Synopsis of Research should
contain the following:
1. The Heading ‘Synopsis of Research’
2. Title of Thesis
3. Name of Student (in the normal order)
4. Session of Admission
5. Matriculation Number
6. Faculty/School
7. Department
8. Degree in View
9. Time Basis
1. An abstract (maximum of 3 paragraphs and 2 pages)
and not more than five hundred words.
2. Aims and Objectives
3. Methodology
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Findings
Contribution to Knowledge
Conclusion
References in the Main Doctoral Research

Notwithstanding the above form, such synopsis of a PhD
candidate shall evidence the fact that the candidate has read
some 30 to 50 materials in related fields of research. For
instance a thesis on Succession under customary Law
should cover such areas as concepts of succession,
customary law, repugnancy clause, disinheriting on ground
of gender, illegitimacy, human rights of the workforce, and
statutes on collective aspects on industrial relations; ILO
Conventions and other relevant international instruments.
Relevant texts, learned journal articles, conference papers,
materials obtained from the web, etc.
(C)

On the last page of the work according to the PG School
Guidelines, the Synopsis of Research must be endorsed by
the Chief Supervisor and the Faculty Representative on the
Board of the School of Postgraduate Studies (not being
below the rank of an Associate Professor or a Senior Lecturer
who holds a PhD degree), and chairman of Faculty/School of
Postgraduate Studies Committee, if the Faculty
Representative is not the Chairman of the PG Committee.
Twenty (20) copies of the Synopsis of Research (preferably
prepared with computer), together with the form for the
Application for the Registration of Title of Thesis and
evidence of up-to-date payment of school fees and
registration should be sent to the School of Postgraduate
Studies.
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